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By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
Calloway County Clerk Ray Coursey, Jr., was airlifted to
Vanderbilt University Medical Center Sunday afternoon after being
seriously injured in a car accident.
According to the Kentucky State Police, Coursey, 39. was traveling southbound on Outland School Road when
his vehicle apparently drove off the right shoulder
and struck a driveway culvert around 2:15 p.m.
The release stated that after the van hit a second
driveway culvert, it overturned and came to rest on
its top.
Coursey was transported to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for multiple injuries but was later
transported to Vanderbilt.
He remained in the trauma unit in critical condition this morning, according to a Vanderbilt
.Coursey
spokesman. The spokesman was unable to disclose the extent of Coursey's injuries.
Coursey was wearing his seatbelt at the time of the accident.
The accident is being investigated by Kentucky State Police
Trooper Trent Weaver.
Kentucky State Police was assisted on the scene by the Calloway
County Sheriff's Office, Calloway Fire and Rescue, the Murray
Fire Department and the Murray-Calloway EMS.
The accident occurred just two days before Tuesday's General
Election, which adds to the business of the county clerk's office,
which is the county's election hub. But the clerk's office personnel
were carrying on with their daily routines this morning in preparation for Tuesday's election while also keeping Coursey in their
thoughts and prayers.
"We're hanging in there," said Lynn Paschall. deputy county
clerk. "Everything's on schedule as far as the election goes. We're
doing the very best we can do."
Paschall encouraged voters to call it they have any questions
regarding voting proeetiereeeklhe itionsialted voters and residents to
"please keep Ray in their thoughts and prayers."
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By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
Republican Gov, Ernie Fletcher
and Democratic challenger
Steve Beshear rallied supporters
today in the waning hours of
their hard fought gubernatorial
campaign.
The two kicked off flyarounds that would visit airports
in cities across Kentucky.
Beshear started his day with
a rally that drew about 80 supporters at Backwoods Bar-BQue in Paducah. He urged his
supporters not to let up until the
polls close.
Fletcher started the day in
Lexington and was scheduled to
travel to northern Kentucky
later in the morning. He was
touting his administration's
accomplishments in education.
health care and economic develompent and warning that electing his "liberal" opponent
would be bad for Kentucky.
On Sunday. Beshear played
up his small-town roots in a
homecoming of sorts while
Fletcher went door-to-door
stumping for votes around
Louisville
northern
and
Kentucky. He had capped the
weekend with a day of campaigning in western Kentucky
with a homecoming rally in
Dawson Springs. where he grew
up.
Beshear reminded a crowd of
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AP
Democratic
gubernatorial
candidate Steve Beshear
reaches to shake hands with
Rep. Tommy Thompson
Sunday after Thompson
introduced him to the crowd
of about 100 supporters at
the Roosevelt House in
Owensboro.
about 250 supporters that he
kicked off his first run for governor in the same gym 20 years
ago. That campaign ended in
defeat in a crowded Democratic
primary. He thinks this one will
end differently.
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By The Associated Press
ST. LOUIS (AP) — U.S.
Sen. Dick Durbin has asked
federal prosecutors to investigate a Department of Veterans
Affairs hospital in Illinois
where he says employees have
made "deeply disturbing"
claims of flawed patient care,
shoddy oversight and possibly
criminal behavior.
The Illinois Democrat's
request came after his office got
a letter from a group identifying
itself as 31 past and present
workers at the Veterans Affairs
Medical Center in Marion. III.
The letter claims that a doctor who lost his license in
another state is practicing at the
hospital, several
medical
providers at the site have not
had their credentials verified,
nurses have been told to shred
important documents, and
records of patients who have
died at the hospital have been
erased from computers.
The hospital already has
been under VA scrutiny and
mounting, Durbin-led political
pressure in the wake of revelations that 10 patients died under
the case of surgeon Dr. lose
Veizsga-Mendez during his
roughly 20 months at the hospital.
Veizaga-Mendez resigned in
mid-August, three days after
Bob Shank, a patient from
Murray, bled to death after a
gallbladder surgery performed
by Veizaga-Mendez. Shortly
TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
PV2 Brandon Boone, a member of the 438th Military Police Co., cuddles his daughter, afterward, the hospital suspend
ed inpatient operations.
Bethanie, during a rally for the troops at First United Methodist Church Sunday afternoon.
A second surgeon, who hospital officials have declined to
name, also is under investiga
tion.
In his letter Saturday to the
U.S. Attorney's Office covering
southern Illinois. Durbin insistBy TOM BERRY
ed the allegations by the
Staff Writer
Marion VA workers to Durbin,
Hundreds of soldiers and
five other senators and the VA
family members from Murray's
"are extremely serious and
438th Military Police Company
deserve immediate investigapacked First United Methodist
tion," especially "in light of the
Church's gymnasium Sunday
numerous alarming revelations
afternoon for a patriotic rally
about the Marion VAMC that
intended as a show of communihave already come to light in
ty support and encouragement
recent weeks."
for the unit's upcoming mission
"The veterans and other
to Iraq.
employees who work at these
First Sgt. Joey Peck, his wife,
facilities deserve to work in an
Rhonda. and their two sons,
environment where laws are
Braden and Colton, turned out
respected and where the highest
to take part and enjoy a chili
level of professionalism is
supper afterward.
maintained," Durbin wrote.
Peck said the unit was very
Given that the letter also
grateful for what the community
describes "an environment of
TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
had prepared. Peck, who is in
fear" for employees at the
charge of supervising many of First Sgt. Joey Peck, his wife, Rhonda, and their sons, Braden
Marion VA, Durbin on Friday
the arrangements for the deploy- and Colton, were just one of dozens of families that attended
asked the VA in writing to
ment to Fort Dix, N.J., next a community rally in support of Murray's 438th Military Police
remind the workers of their
week, said he and his family Company soldiers before their transfer to Fort Dix, N.J.
rights under the Whistleblower
The
have been preparing for the unit will then ship out for Iraq in
Protection Act.
about three months.
deployment for some time and
Those employees "need to
Rhonda Peck said she has no miss his dad while he's gone for
were about as prepared as they
be assured that their openness
doubt that she and her sons will 18 months, but he plans to use
could be.
and honesty about what hap"Of course, being the first miss her husband and their technology to keep track of him
pened and when and how
father
while
he
is
away,
but
she
while
he's
halfway
around
the
sergeant I take care of all the
events unfolded will not be held
has
a
lot
of
faith
that
he
and
all
world.
other troops first and I've
against them," according to
"We've got a camera on our
focused on that, but my wife and the other soldiers will return
Durbin's letter to VA acting
home
safely.
computer and we'll be able to
I have kind of been planning
Secretary Gordon Mansfield.
"I'm a little scared for him, watch him on the computer," he
this for a little while," he said.
"A thorough investigation
"We've had a little while to plan but I think he'll make it back said.
that allows investigators to
The unit is expected to be
and we got that done early on so OK," she said. "I really have
truly get to the bottom of the
my main concern now is to get faith that everything will go transferred to Fort Dix for about
situation rests largely on what
well."
these guys there and back safeColton Peck says he will
ly."
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•Full bore ...
From Front
if things go the way they're
going right now, we're going to
have one heck of a celebration.
we're going to have
Because
one of the biggest victories that
this state has ever seen," he said.
Earlier Sunday, Fletcher
addressed placard-carrying supporters at a Republican Party an
Louisville before hitting the
streets for an afternoon of doorto-door campaigning.
"We luv the guy," one fourfoot-wide banner announced.
"Ni) casinos," read another, a
phrase that has become familiar
in Fletcher's race against
Beshear, who favors legalizing
casinos in Kentucky.
Fletcher encouraged campaign volunteers to redouble
efforts in the final hours before
Tuesday's election.
"It depends on all of you as
we come down to this final
stretch," Fletcher told nearly
100 volunteers Sunday, many of
them college students from as
far away as Minnesota and
Montana. "We're not going to
stop working until we win this
thing."
Fletcher supporters. like
Jason Condit( of Bardstown,
have been working long hours
reaching out to prospective voters amid media polls that show
Fletcher trailing Beshear from
15-23 percentage points.
"One poll says one thing,
another says something else.
Cundiff said. "The one that
counts is Tuesday. You just keep
working as hard as you can
because it's not over until six
o'clock Tuesday."
Fletcher, an ordained minister, started out Sunday by
attending a worship service at
Westport Road Church of Christ
in Louisville with his wife.
Glenna, and grandson. Joshua.
He didn't speak publicly at the
church, but he talked with niembers individually alter the service.
Beshear spent part of Sunday
in Owensboro addressing a senior citizens group. Re drew
tesponses of "amen" and "yes"
from some in the crowd of about
75 at the Roosevelt House.
Beshear, 63, the son of a
Baptist preacher and funeral
home operator. said his upbringing was probably similar to

AP
Kentucky Governor Ernie Fletcher speaks to reporters after
rallying volunteers in Louisville, Sunday Fletcher faces
Democratic challenger Steve Beshear in Tuesday's election
many of those in the audience. instilling in us a strong belief in
One of five children. Beshear God and a belief in being
praised his parents tor going the accountable and responsible for
ourselves.'•
extra mile to fill in the gaps.
Fletcher told supporters in
"We didn't have a lot in the
way of material goods," Beshear Louisville that Beshear is a libsaid. "But what we didn't have eral Democrat out of touch with
in the way of material goods, the average Kentuckian.
they more than made up for by

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
Members of Murray's 438th Military Police Company and their families get a friendly smile and
a bowl full of delicious chili along with lots of cakes and pies from volunteers at First United
Methodist Church Sunday afternoon during a rally for the troops.

•438th MP
From Front
three month of pre-deployment
training. They will reportedly be
shipped out to Iraq sometime in
February.
Peck said the soldiers have
not yet been informed of what,
specifically, they will be doing
during in Iraq.
"We don't know that information right now." he said.
"When we get to Fort Dix and
begin training they will pull us
in and give us a little more information so we can concentrate on
the training we need to concentrate on for the mission over
there.
"It's still shakey about where
we're going and what we will be
HOLLY WISE/Ledger and Times doing."
Soldiers interviewed said
WELCOME RECEPTION: Murray Stale University President
they were ready and wilting t.o
Or. Randy Dunn and volt,. Dr. Rhonda Dunn, right, speak with. gtv.'finwever some'Vane", AVMguests during a community wide reception held at Oakhurst hers had reservations. SpeCialist
Saturday evening in celebration of the couple's recent mar- Shaun Denny said he joined the
riage and to welcome Dr Rhonda Dunn to the Murray commu- National Guard to serve his
nity
country and has no qualms
about the deployment to Iraq.
"It's what I've been wanting
to do. I joined to go over there or
to serve and I don't want to just
sit around and do nothing,"
Denny said.
However his girlfriend,
Jessica Stanley, doesn't like the
idea.
N0R
"I don't like it," she said. "I
don't really have a reason. I just
don't want him going over
there "

Fletcher

RI DOLPH

Governor Ernie Fletcher
A Sound Investment for Calloway County

•••
During the rally, Sen. Ken
Rep.
R-Murray;
Winters,
Melvin Henley, 0-Murray;
JudgeCounty
Calloway
Executive Larry Elkins and
other city/county and Veterans
of Foreign Wars Post 6291 officials spoke to the troops. They
each praised the unit for their
patriotism and thanked them for
their willingness to serve.
The soldiers were also treated to a comedy skit by Bob
Bob
Dr.
and
Valentine
McGaughey; both veterans who
fought in Korea and Vietnam,
respectively. Afterward, everyone was treated to a chili supper
provided by volunteers of the
church.
Capt. Jay Todd, commander
of the unit, said later that he and
the troops appreciate the COMmenity. •. support they have
received both before aad• after
the deployment was announced.
"We really appreciate what
the community is doing for us
and all the support," he said.
"When I showed up here I was
just wowed by everybody that
showed up. It's way bigger than
I expected ... the way the community come together like this
to show how much they care
about our company."
Each of the soldiers were
issued a t-shirt printed with
"438th Military Police, Pride of
Murray. Ky." by the VFW personnel. Dave Foley, commander of the post, said small posters
containing a silhouette and the

signature of a soldier would be
placed in the windows of participating Murray businesses as a
reminder to pray for the soldier
and the unit.
"We're hoping that the people will see these and maybe
remember them until they get
back home," Foley said. "It may
also make them want to give to
help bring the soldiers back
home from Fort Dix for
Christmas."
According to Nicole Thomas
and Terry Laster, members of
the 438th Family Readiness
Group, another rally has been
scheduled for 10 a.m. on
Saturday, Nov. 10, at Murray
High School. The public is invited to attend.
Laster noted that donations to
assist in bringing the troops
back home to Murray gurin$
Christmas are now&ehICtaken
at all of the area's Region's Bank
locations. Each of the approximate 125 troops needs at least
$200 to pay a two-way ticket on
a chartered bus and the group is
asking for the public's help in
raising funds to help the soldiers
pay the cost of transportation.
Laster, whose husband and
son will be deployed with the
unit, said she and other families
hope to raise all the funds needed.
"We would hate to leave
them in Fort Dix during
Christmas," she said. "We want
to bring them home."

II VA hospital ...
Associated Press at the Marion and Massachusetts and has been
VA and with the national VA that unreachable for comment.
people who have worked on the oversees it were not immediate- Telephone messages left with
hospital can tell us," Durbin ly returned. Messages also were his attorney for the Illinois
wrote to Mansfield.
left with southern Illinois' U.S. licensing matter, A. Jay
Goldstein. have not been
In an e-mail to the AP by Attorney's Office.
Before being hired in Illinois, returned.
someone claiming to be among
On Tuesday, the Senate's
the 31 former and current the Bolivia-trained Veizagaemployees — the sender was Mendez settled two malpractice Committee on Veterans' Affairs,
identified only as "Florence lawsuits in Massachusetts, in response to questions about
the group insists where he eventually surrendered patient care in Marion, is to hold
DoGooder"
"we are not a mob of 'nitpicking his license, and was under a hearing about the VA's hiring
disgruntled employees.' 'gold- investigation there on suspicion practices and quality controls.
brickers.' troublemakers or peo- of malpractice in seven other Among those Durbin expects to
ple out to be vindictive and cases. two of which ended in testify will be Gerald Cross, the
VA's undersecretary for health.
spiteful simply for the sake of deaths.
The Marion hospitartreats
doing sof'
Illinois regulators indefinite"What we stand for is com- ly have suspended Veizaga- veterans from southern Illinois,
southwestern Indiana and westpetent, responsible leadership in Mendez's license.
Veizaga-Mendez has no list- ern Kentucky.
management of the medical center." the e-mail read.
ed telephone number in Illinois
Messages left Sunday by The

From Front

More than $61 million in education
funding for local schools
Nearly $8 million for community
projects like downtown development
$16,100,000 invested in needed
local road improvements
$2.4 million to build up
water & sewer infrastructure
$267.7 million invested in
Murray State University
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Earl Cooper, 85, Brandon Road, Hazel, died Sunday. Nov. 4, Mrs. Sammie Kathleen Bouland
2007, at 1:50 a.m at his home. A retired truck driver and former
The funeral for Mrs. Sarnnue Kathleen Bouland will be Tuesday
employee of Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, he was a member of South at II a.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. Rev. Al
Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church.
Cobb will officiate.
Born May 26, 1922, in Calloway County, he was the son of the
Pallbearers will be Brad Bouland, Tray Smith, Brad Seay, Jason
late William Jefferson Cooper and Rena Latimer Cooper. Also pre- Seay, Jamie Ivie and Brian Webb, active; John Derek Yarbrough,
ceding hirn in death were one brother, Brent Cooper, and one sister, Shaun Bouland, Richie Ivie, T.J. Smith, Seth Smith and Jason
Evelyn Coles.
Bouland, honorary. Burial will follow in the Chapel Hill Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Grace Cooper; three sons, Billy
Joe Cooper and friend, Vonda Burris, Sedalia, Larry S. Cooper and (Monday).
wife, Cardea, Benton, and Jeff Cooper and wife, Jan. Murray; three
Mrs. Bouland, 84, Mayfield, died Friday, Nov. 2, 2007, at 4:12
daughters, Mrs. Jeanette Osborne and Mrs. Debbie Ray and hus- Lin. at her home. She was a retired K-Man pharmacy clerk and a
band, Ronnie, all of Murray, and Mrs. Eariene Flint, HAM;
10 member of High Point Baptist Church, Mayfield.
Preceding her in death were her husband, James Russell
grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. at Imes-Miller Funeral Bouland, to whom she had been marned for 64 years; her parents,
Home. Rev. Bob Saywell and Latricia Trull will officiate.
Sam and Ruby Crowder Creason; four brothers, Raymond,
Pallbearers will be Michael Cooper, Jimmy Osborne, Jason Woodrow (Bunt), Marvie and Clarence(Buddy)Creason; one sister,
Cooper, Jarrod Cooper, Tracy Coleman, Austin Flint and Tyler Mary Helen Creason; one grandson, James Brent Yarbrough.
Cooper, active; Brent Underhill, Wes Burns, Lawton Vincent and
Survivors include two sons, Larry G. Bouland and wife, Barbara,
Davin Tabers. honorary. Burial will follow in the South Pleasant Mayfield, and Tony R. Bouland, Gallup, N.M.; two daughters, Mrs.
Grove Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 Ruby Smith and husband, Robert B., and Susan B. Seay and husband, Danny, and two sisters, Mrs. Mary Cronk and Mrs. Dorothy
p.m. today (Monday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Cancer Johns, all of Mayfield; four grandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren:
Society. do Pat Latimer, PO. Box 1080, Murray, KY 42071 or one great-great-grandchild.
American Heart Association, Calloway County Division, 240
Whittington Parkway, Louisville, KY 40202. Condolences may be Grovie Euel Ward
A graveside service for Grovie Euel Ward was Sunday at 3:30
sent at www.imesmiller.com.
p.m. at Coldwater Church of Christ Cemetery. Jim Canter officiated. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Eva Clees
Mr. Ward, 86, Howard Road, Murray, died Friday. Nov. 2, 2007,
Mrs. Eva Clees,62, Justice Road, Murray, died Saturday. Nov. 3,
at 2:40 p.m. at his home following an extended illness. A member
2007, at 8:03 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Employed for Sponable Scoreboards, Murray, she was a member of the Bell City Church of Christ, he was a retired fanner and carpenter.
of First United Methodist Church.
Preceding him in death were his wife, Martha Louise Paschall
• Preceding her in death were one brother, Jerry Bryan Overcast,
half brother, Thomas Overcast, and half sister, Marguerite Harrell. Ward;two brothers, Jimmy Ward and J.T. Ward; three sisters, Lathel
Born Dec. 28, 1944, in Pans, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late Paschall, Nettie Ann Jones and Ethel Grooms; one sister in law,
Maxine Ward. Born March 8, 1921 in Graves County, he was the
Bryan Overcast and Patye Wall Overcast.
Survivors include one daughter, Lisa Clees Darnell, two grand- son of the late Eddie Bardo Ward and Allie Jane Nance Ward.
Survivors include one son, Larry Ward and wife, Lynda. Hazel;
sons. Garrette and Grantt Darnell, one sister, Mrs. June Ladd and
husband. Bill; nieces, Brenda Turner and husband, Larry, Martha one sister, Mrs. Jewell Hahn, Springfield, Ill.; one brother, Ovie
Green and husband, Jim, and Patricia Harrell; nephew, Steve Ladd Ward and wife, Debartha; one grandchild, Barry Ward and wife,
and wife, Debbie, all of Murray. Also surviving are out-of-state Tina, and two grandsons, Trey Ward and Tyler Ward, all of Hazel;
several nieces and nephews.
, nieces and nephews and great-nieces and great-nephews.
The funeral will be Tuesday at I p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Bro. Ricky Cunningham will officiate. Mrs. Lim& Ophelia Eldridge Geurin
Mrs. Linnie Ophelia Eldridge Geurin (Tillie), 85, Carty Road,
_Burial will follow in the Bonner Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to p.m. Whit Murray, died today, Monday. Nov. 5, 2007, at 7:06 a.m. at Sbring
Creek Health Care, Murray.
(Monday). Expressions of sympathy may be made to American
She was a cook and cafetena manager with the
Cancer Society, do Pat Latimer, P.O. Box 1080, Murray, KY 42071,
Calloway County School System and was a memor St. Jude's Children's Hospital, 501 St. Jude Pl., Memphis, TN
ber of New Concord Church of Christ.
.38105.
Preceding her in death were her husband, J.D.
Geurin Sr., who died Aug. 19, 1984, and one son,
Mrs. Jamie (Mama Mo) Mofield
Joe D. Geurin Jr. who died Jan. 10,2007. Bom Jan.
Mrs. Janie (Mama Mo) Motield, 77, Merrywood Drive, Benton,
6, 1922, in Bemis, Tenn., she was the daughter of
died Saturday, Nov. 3, 2007, at 12:30 a.m. at Oaklawn Nursing
the late Otis Eldridge and Lonie Steele Eldridge.
Home, Louisville.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Linda
A retired teacher of home economics from the
Parker and husband, Donnie, two sons, Kenneth
Marshall County Board of Education, she taught
Getnin
Geurin and wife, Betty, and Jackie Geurin, and
home economics (family and consumer sciences)
daughter-in-law, Mrs. Allison Geurin, all of
at Brewers, Benton, South Marshall and Central
High Schools. She was a member of Benton Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Lillie Fuqua, Murray, Mrs. Lurline Bucy
Church of Christ where she taught a Bible class for and husband, LaVeme, San Luis Obispo, Calif.; one brother,
many years and a past president of the Marshall Charles Leroy -Eldridge and wife, Kate, Murray; eight grandchilCounty Hospital Auxiliary. A graduate of Murray dren; nine great-grandchildren. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in
State University, she received two master of sci- charge of arrangements.
ence degrees with "a Thirty Above."
Wield
Preceding her in death were her husband, Dr. Mrs. Yelva Ukins
Mrs. Velva Elkins, 90, Murray, died Saturday, Nov. 3, 2007, at
Ray Mofield; her parents, Ezra and Ruth Hien Bloorningburg; one
• sister, Betty Johnston; four brothers, Bill, James (Jim), Pat and 10:05 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care. She was a member of First
Baptist Church, Murray.
• George Bloomingburg.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Lloyd
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Ruth Ann Taylor and husband. Remmel, and three grandchildren, Joel Matthew Taylor, Luke Workman, her second husband, Wesley Elkins; two brothers, Lester
and Bert Embree. Born Nov. 28, 1916, in Supher. Olda., she was the
Alexander Taylor and Hannah Ruth Taylor, all of Louisville.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m, in the chapel of Collier daughter of the late Robert Thomas Embree and Lela Manning
Funeral Home,Benton. Jim Phillips will officiate. Burial will follow Embree. Survivors include one son, Kenneth L. Workman and Lila
in the Benton Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home after M., Mayfield. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrange5 p.m. today (Monday). Expressions of sympathy may be made to ments.
Esther's Elevator, do Okolona Church of Christ, 6105 Outer Loop,
Louisville, KY 40219.

Paid Obituary
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David Loren Odom, 38, Red Fox Drive, Benton, died Saturday.
Nov. 3, 2007, at 3:15 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
He was employed as a maintenance/painter for
James Marina. Preceding him in death were his
grandparents, Loren and Naomi Odom and John
and Eunice Kelley.
Survivors include two daughters, Samantha
Odom and Lauren Odom, both of Benton; one son,
Rustin Odom,Smithland; his mother, Mary Kelley,
and his father, Kenneth R. Odom, Benton; four
brothers, Daniel Odom, Mark Odom and Stephen
Odom. all of Benton, and Steve Davidson,
Nashville, Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs. Susan Cooper
and Mrs. Kathy Hargrove, both of Benton; two
Odom
grandsons, Issac Dripps and James Dripps, both of
Hardin; eight nieces; one nephew.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Monte Hodges will officiate. Burial
will follow in the Maple Springs Cemetery, Benton. Visitation will
be at the funeral home after 4 p.m. Tuesday.

Watson Arnett
Watson Arnett, 86, Piqua, Ohio, died Saturday, Nov. 3, 2007. at
11.35 p.m. at the Upper Valley Medical Center there.
A 1943 graduate of Murray State University, Murray, Ky., he was
associated with the National Life Insurance
Company for 40 years, 35 as the staff manager in
the Piqua area. He previously worked at Atlas
Munitions Company and Goodyear lire & Rubber
Company. He was an active member of Piqua
Baptist Church where he had served as a trustee
and deacon, and of the Piqua Lions Club. He was a
former member of the Benevolent and Protective
Order of the Elks Lodge #523 Piqua.
Born Aug. 30, 1921, he was the son of the late
James T. and Bertha Watson Arnett of Lynn Grove.
Arnett
He married Betty J. Roberts Arnett on Nov. 22,
1946. who died May 9, 1987.
He then married Eula G. Withrow Baker Arnett June 23, 1988
and she died Sept. 10, 2002.
Survivors include one daughter. Mrs. Jill A. Wilson, Troy, Ohio;
one son. Dr. Robert L. Arnett and wife, Mary C., Alexandria. Va.;
one granddaughter, Jessica Wilson. and her father. Karl Wilson. He
was the youngest of 11 children.
The funeral will be Wednesday at I p.m. at Piqua Baptist Church
with Pastor Donald R. Wells officiating. Burial will follow in the
Forest Hill Cemetery. Visitation will be from 4 to 7 p.m. Tuesday at
Jamieson & Yannuci Funeral Home, Piqua. Expressions of sympathy may be made to Piqua Baptist Church, 1402W. High St., Piqua,
OH 45356. Condolences may be made to www.jamiesonandyannucci.com.
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Small business
forum to take
place at MSU
The Kentucky Cabinet for
Economic Development's Small
Business Division, in partnership with the Murray State
University Regional Business &
Innovation Center, proudly present a small business & entrepreneurial forum featuring local,
regional and state small business
service providers. The event
will take place Thursday from 9
a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Murray
State
University
Regional
Special Events Center in the
Murray Room.
'The purpose of the 'Small
Business Town Hall Forum' is to
provide entrepreneurs and small
business owners with information, contacts and resources that
can assist them in their growth
and development," according to
John E. Cole III, director of the
Kentucky Cabinet for Economic
Development's Small Business
Services Division. The Small
Business Services Division is
excited to present the second of
two forums in the Purchase
Area, as part of the Division's
"Small Business Roundtable"
series.
Loretta Daniel of Murray
State University's Regional
Business and Innovation Center
said the meeting will be very
informative for those that
already have or are considering
starting a new business.
"This event is the first one of
its kind in Murray and it's going
to be very beneficial for anyone
that is already in business and
looking for ways to grow their
business or anyone who is looking to start a business and want
to learn what the local and state
resources are out there to provide assistance all in one place
and one forum," she said.
This forum will provide the
opportunity to hear from local

entrepreneurs who have twin
successful in starting their businesses in Murray, and the struggles they faced in opening arid
growing their business. They
will talk about their experiences
and how they used various suite
and local programs.
— Meet one-on-one with
local entrepreneurs and heat
their story
— Meet one-on-one with the
local, regional and state servige
providers
— Learn more about the
resources available to you as,a
start-up or existing business ••
— Discover new and different ways to finance your business
— Learn how international
trade can help expand your global opportunities
— Better understand how to
do business with the governmem
The event is free and open .to
the public. Lunch will be provided. Seating is limited and
pre-registration is required.
Anyone interested in attending should call Daniel at 8096070 or email Idaniel@kyinntivation.com.
Hosts for the event are
Murray State University Small
Business Development Center,
City of Murray, MurrayCalloway County Chamber ot
Commerce, M urray-CalI°way
Economic
Development
Council, Kentucky World Trade
Center and Murray State
University Town & Gown. .
Funded in part through a
cooperative agreement with the
U.S.
Business
Small
Administration. All opinions,
conclusions or recommendations expressed are those of the
author(s) and do not necessarily
reflect the views of SBA.

Hearing A'
Custom Made-In The Ear

HEARING AIDS
With This Coupon

$695.00
and up
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Hurry...Sale Ends November 16, 2007
• Finest Professional Service
• Batteries/Repairs All Makes

Call Today For Your Bearing Test!
Mrs. Exie OUT Paschall
The funeral for Mrs. Exie Orr Paschall was Sunday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Glynn On officiated.
Pallbearers were Bob Quinn, Steven Pittman, Bob Ward, Randy
Orr, Ron Sallin ad Don Miller. Burial was in the Oak Grove
Cemetery in Henry County, Tenn.
Mrs. Paschall, 92, Murray, died Thursday, Nov. I, 2007, at 12:10
p.m. at Parkview Nursing Home, Paducah. A homemaker, she was a
member of First Baptist Church, Murray. Preceding her in death
were her husband, Cecil Paschall, three sisters, Lottie Pittman,
Lillian Page and Novie Paschall; two brothers, Elisha On and
Hafford On. Born March 7, 1915, in Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Charlie On and Anise Humphreys On.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Beverly A. Quinn and husband, Bob, Richardson, Texas; one son, James Rex Paschall,
Murray; one brother, Ewell On and wife, Velma Love, Paris, Tenn.;
two grandsons, James Cecil Paschall and wife, Mary, Arlington
Heights, Ill., and Andrew Harold Paschall and wife. Kris, Phoenix,
Ariz.; five great-grandchildren, Elizabeth, Bridgett, James, Theresa
and Joseph Paschall. all of Arlington Heights; several nieces and
nephews.
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Sale of Fine Art ey Craft
one of a kmd kancicrafted gifts

(270) 753-8055
1-800-949-5728
Founded 1876

STONE-LANG CO.i
Rearing Rehabilitation
210 S. 12th • Murray
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HILLIARD LYONS
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Financial Consultants(L-R):
Ron Aunt I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270-753.3366 I 800-444-1854
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South 4th Street
www.murrayartguild.org
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IN OUR OPINION

It's time to
decide and vote
It's a simple procedure. It doesn't take
much
time. It doesn't hurt. It can actually help, and
not
just yourself. It can benefit your family, your
neighbors, your community; your state.
Vote tomorrow.
It's a shame that we even have to issue
this •
plea in our democracy.
And we' talk about our troops being overseas to
fight to protect our freedom. Why don't we exercise that freedom?
Whether you are Republican or Democrat, you
should want to go to your precinct's voting place
and cast your vote and make your voice heard
fot
how you want Kentucky's future to unfold.
There are a number of issues to this election, '
mainly through the spotlighted race for governo
r.
Incumbent Gov. Ernie Fletcher, the Republican, is
facing Democrat Steve Beshear. Fletcher has primarily focused his campaign against expanded gambling and casinos, while Beshear has backed casinos as a revenue stream Kentucky should tap into,
or at least Kentuckians, he says, should have the
opportunity to vote in favor of expanded gaming
or against it.
Other topics like the Ten Commandments and
abortion and political scandals have been batted
around too. And tomorrow is the chance when
you can have your say.
But the governorship isn't the only seat up for
grabs. There are races for secretary of state
(incumbent Trey Grayson (R) vs. Bruce Hendrickson (D)), attorney general (Jack Conway (D) vs.
Rep. Stan Lee (R)), treasurer (Todd Hollenbach (D)
vs. Melinda Wheeler (R)), agriculture commissioner
(David Williams (D and not the senate president)
and incumbent Richie Farmer (R)), and auditor
(incumbent Crit Luallen ,(D) and Linda Greenwell
(R)).
We're at the time for the General Election. A
number of races. A number of candidates. It's time
to decide.
It's time to vote. You should.
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Our Elected Officials
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
2411 Rayburn House Office Bldg
www house gov/whitheld

Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-225-3115

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
pm bunningebunning senate gov
1-202-224-4343

WWW

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361ARussell Senate Office Building
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

Washington D C 20510

State Rep. Melvin Henley(D-Murray)

Room 329J Capitol Annex
e-mail melvin henley itIrc ky gov

Frankfort, Ky 40601
1-800-372-7181

State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
1-800-372-7181

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
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Anything is possible
FRANKFORT - One of
the many difficult challenges
facing the governor and General Assembly when it convenes here in January is
renewing the dnve of higher
education reform that began
10 years ago with the passage of the Kentucky Postsecondary Education Improvement Act.
One of the goals specified
in that act is for Kentucky
to reach the national average
in per capita income by
2020. To attain that goal.
Kentucky must produce a far
better educated population
than it has today.
Progress has been made
since the act was passed in
1997.
According to the Council
on Postsecondary Education.
the number of bachelor's
degrees awarded by the
state's public universities has
increased by 62 percent since
2000. In the sanie time period. the state's per capita
income has climbed by 22
percent.
The problem is that the
increase in the number of
bachelor's degrees isn't fast
enough to inert the 2020
deadline. In fact, according
to a Council report, the Kentucky Science and Technology Corporation determined it
would be another 154 years
before Kentucky reaches the
national average in per capita

income.
That's a
bit long to
wait to be
simply average.
Thus the
Council has
set off on
an effort to
increase
sharply the
Agree Or
number of
Kentuckians
By Todd Duvall
graduating
Syndicated
from college
Columnist
with a minimum of a
bachelor's degree.
The plan is called "Double the Numbers," and its
intention is to do just that
- double the number of
Kentuckians with a bachelor's degree to nearly
800,000 by 2020.
The resulting economic
benefits to the entire state
translate into billions of dollars in added income to
those Kentuckians as well as
billions in taxes to local,
state and federal governments.
The Double the Numbers
Plan as outlined by the
Council report aims at raising high school graduation
rates and increasing the number of GED graduates who
go on to college; enrolling
more students in the Corn-
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munity and Technical College
System and moving them
into four-year degree programs, increasing the number
of Kentuckians going to and
completing college; and
attracting more jobs to the
state that require a college
educated workforce.
By 2020, the plan wants
to raise the number of bachelor's degrees awarded by
Kentucky universities from
18,200 a year to 33,700 a
year. And it gives each of
those state universities its
own individual degree goal
to shoot for.
All of this, of course,
looks just fine on paper, but
how do those universities go
about reaching the magic
number?
It's going to take
absolute determination by the
state's political leadership Democratic and Republican
alike - that the funding necessary to Double the Numbers is available.
No back peddling on programs like Bucks for Brains
when money gets tight. No
cuts in higher education
funding in general when
there are politically attractive
alternate uses of that funding. And no reliance on double-digit tuition increases on
students and their parents
when a new bndge needs to
be financed somewhere.

TO
s
And the state's political
leadership also must engage
the entire education system
in the push for doubling the
number of college graduates
in Kentucky. There is something very wrong when a
third of entering college
freshmen must take remedial
courses just to work at the
college level. As long as that
statistic exists, there's no
way to reach 800,000 graduates a year by 2020 or even
2030.
In fact, without the active
involvement of the entire
public schools system, higher
education in Kentucky will
only muddle along as best it
can and never attain the
degree of excellence envisioned in 1997 when the
reform act was passed here.
Can any of this really
come about?
Consider that the Council
on Postsecondary Education
is headed by merely an acting president, and the search
for a new commissioner of
the state Department of Education has becorrie something
of a joke.
Consider the track record
of the Democratic and
Republican political leadership working together on
even the loftiest goal.
Buy who knows? Like the
weather, anything is possible
in Kentucky.
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Old Halloween costumes
wanted by Johnson Theatre

Sorori▪ty plans leadership
conference here Nov. 17

Persons not knowing what to do with
your 3-6 year old's Halloween costumes
are asked to please bring them to tii‘
lobby of the Robert E. Johnson Theatre
at Murray State University for their upcoming "Kids in The Theatre" weekend imagination station class.
For more information call Lissa Schneider at 809-4635.

lo's
Datebook

Lions Club's auction starts

Murray/Hazel Lions Club's Television/Radio
By Jo Burkeen Auction will begin tonight at 6 p.m. and
Community
continue until 9:30 p.m. through Thursday.
Editor
The simulcast will be originating from Murray high /School Communications Studio, 501
Doran Rd., Murray. Students will design sets, operate camera
and computer. The event will broadcast on WNBS Radio and
televised on Channel 13 or 8 depending on your provider. To
bid on items call 761-6000.

Temple Hill Lodge will meet Tuesday
Temple Hill Lodge 276 of Free and Accepted Masons will
meet Tuesday at 7 p.m at the lodge hall on Ky. Hwy. 464
east of Almo, according to Jason Prescott, master of the lodge,
who urges all Masons to attend.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that there
be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Bingo planned Tuesday
The Knights of Columbus will sponsor Bingo Tuesday from
6:30 to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray.
Funds from the Bingo help support local, national and international charities. For more information call 293-7061.
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TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at
First Christian Church fellowship hall, 1 1 1 North Fifth St.
Weigh-in will be from 5 to 5:30. For information call Tracey
at 227-5874.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat at
489-2909 or Mike at 753-9127.

TOPS Chapter will meet
Murray Chapter of TOPS, #616 will meet Tuesday from 9
to 10 a.m. at First Christian Church, I 1 1 North Fifth St., Murray. Visitors are welcome. For more information call Joyce at
753-9080 or 227-4625.
.
_

Photograph Classes planned
Digital Photograph 101 Classes started today at 10 and
enight at 6:30 at the Calloway County Extension office. Terry
ittle will be the instructor. It is not necessary to bring a digtal camera, but persons are asked to bring a camera if they
have one. On Monday, Nov. 12, Digital Photograph 102 classes will be held at the same time. All interested persons are
invited.

Heating program sign up will start
The sign up period for the heating assistance by the West
Kentucky Allied Services' Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program will start today and continue through Dec. 14
at the office at 607 Poplar St., Suite C. For more information
call 753-0908.

Fire Protection meeting

tonight

Calloway County Fire Protection District will meet tonight
at 6 at the No. 1 fire station of Calloway County Fire-Rescue on East Sycamore Street. Murray.

CCHS Project Graduation to meet

Katelyn Elizabeth Gardner

The Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club is scheduled to meet tonight at 6:30 at the club house. All department
chairs and board members are encouraged to attend. Executive
Board members are requested to arrive at 6:10 p.m. to stuff
goodie bags for the poll workers before the board meeting.

MMS team plans promotion
Murray Middle School Boys Basketball team will have a
rebate night today at Sirloin Stockade. Each customer is asked
to write "Murray Middle" on their receipt and give it to the
server or drop it in the box.

Health Express lists stop
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer blood • pressure checks, pulse and blood sugar screenings
today from 12:30 to 3 p.m. at Office Depot. Murray.

Support group will meet
Death of a Parent Support Group will meet tonight at 7.
This is a support group for people who have lost one or both
parents due to death and to help each other through the hard
times. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129.

Katelyn Elizabeth Gardner
and Sarah Katherine Gardner,
daughters of Michael and Jessica Gardner of Murray, were
recently honored with birthday
parties.
Katelyn celebrated her third
birthday on Oct. 13 with a
Mickey Mouse themed party
at the Murray-Calloway County Park. She had a two-foot
Mickey and Minnie decorating
the table along with red, yellow and blue balloons. Refreshments of marble cake, vanilla
ice cream and blue punch were
served.
Sarah turned one on Oct.
25 and celebrated with a fairy
princess party on Oct. 27 at
her home. Decorations included pink, purple and green bouquets of balloons along with
streamers. Every one wore party
hats with a purple feather trim.
Guests were served white cake,
vanilla or chocolate ice cream
and drinks. Sarah had her own
chocolate cupcake with icing.

Calloway County Fire-Rescue's only county-wide fundraiser
is going on at this time. Tim Manning said "we do not solicit by phone. only by the mailout we send out and for questions call 753-4112.-

Angel Alert issued
An Angel Alert for two dressers for a single parent family of three has been issued by the Calloway County Family
Resource Center. Anyone having any to donate call 762-7333.

Donations needed for upkeep
Donations are needed tor the upkeep and maintenance of
the Green Plain Cemetery. They may be mailed to Mary White,
secretary-treasurer, at 1688 Green Plain Ed., Hazel, KY 42049
or call her at 492-8419.

The Zeta Phi Beta Sorority
Kentucky Leadership Conference will be held Saturday,
Nov. 17, at the Murray State
University Curris Center.
The theme of this year's
conference will be "Zetas / Anticae Serving Humanity with
Humility and Love."
Featured will be undergraduate retreats regarding M1P
training, undergraduate relations
and finance among others. A
time to meet the State Executive Board candidates will be
held, as will a sisterhood fel-

lowship and State of the State
and State of the Region
Addresses.
Conference Workshops Dia$
logue Sessions planned will
cover protocol, leadership, parliamentary procedures, and,
chapter websites.
The Zeta Phi Beta Soror-I
ity Award Luncheon will be:
at approximately 12:30 p.m.
Two organizations from Murray will be recognized, according to Bobbie Qualls, Keti•:
tuck)," state director.

53;14.nnouncenien/

Family and friends attending Katelyn's party were her
parents and sister, Sarah; her
grandparents, Lloyd and Venessia Gaskins of Fulton and John
and Debbie Gardner with cousin
Jasmine, of Obion; great-grandmother, Dorothy Garrigus of
Hickman, her uncle, Jason and
her aunt, Anna Gaskins with
cousins, Emily and Mason of
South Fulton; Kim Hetrick with
son, Drew, Symsonia; Emily
Eudesill with son, Gavin, Mayfield.
Attending Sarah's party were
her parents and sister, Katelyn; grandparents, Lloyd and
Venessia Gaskins, Fulton, John
and Debbie Gardner with
cousin, Jasmine, of Obion;
great-grandparents, Lloyd and
Kathryn Gaskins and Dorothy
Garrigus, all of Hickman. Cards
were sent by her great-grandparents, Fred and June Gardner of Fulton, her aunt, Nikki
Seaton, and cousins, Megan
and Faylynn of Bardwell.

Ladiesof theOaks
The Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will play bridge on
Wednesday at 9:30 a.m.
Jqiithrims.A.pir will serve as hostesses. All lady members and
gueslY AteCiilirged to attend, No ki&ities were held by the ladies on Oct. 31.

John Maddox Mullins
Dr. and Mrs. Richard John
Mullins are the parents of a

son, John Maddox Mullins,.
born on Tuesday, Sept. 11.
2007, at 11:48 a.m. at Mercy„
Hospital, Cincinnati, Ohio.
The baby weighed 8 pounds "
8 ounces and measured 21'
inches. The mother is the for-.
mer Mary Ava Maddox. for-,.
merly of Murray, Ky. A sister,
is Margaret Ava, 4.
Grandparents are William'
and Brenda Maddox of Murray and Bob and Nancy Mullins.
of Murfreesboro, Tenn.
o
Theatres
1008 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS

John Maddox Mullins

Health Coverage
Made Easy.
We
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TOPS Ky. #623 completes
its first six months' meetings

Hickory Woods
Retle•rn•nt Center
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with an exceptional group fellowship and recognition.
The chapter welcomes new
members. It meets on Tuesdays at First Christian Church,
Ill North 5th St., Murray.
Weigh-in is from 5 to 5:30
p.m. with the meeting to follow.
For more information call
Johna at 227-9521.

American Gangster
R - 6:45 - 9:45
The Game Plan
PG - 7:00 - 9:20

wahout,GroutBarraga

S1101N1IMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT. & SUN. ONLY

Independent Contractors
COBRA/Alternative

Saw 4
R - 7:40 - 9:50

Self-Employed
Small Businesses
Solutions with choices are easy,lust call

TOPS(Take Off Pounds Sensibly) #62 completed its first
six months in August of 2007
and there are currently seven
members.
"From the month of March
2007 through August 2007, the
group all together lost 114.25
pounds The members lost from
7 pounds up to 33.8 pounds
in these six months," according to Johna Thibeault, leader.
TOPS is a non-profit, noncommercial network of weightloss support groups. Its offers
tools and programs for healthy
living and weight management,

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU NOV. 8
moviesinmurray.com

Dan In Real Life
PG13 - 7:25 - 9:35

otter Health Coverer tor

Dependents and Students

lonno And lb I

Fire-Rescue lists fundraiser

Sarah Katherine Gardner

Gardner children honored
with birthday parties

Calloway County High School Project Graduation meeting
will be today at 6 p.m. in the media center. All parents of
students that will graduate this school year are urged to attend.
For information call Katie Walls at 762-7374, ext. 301.

MWC Board to meet tonight

1111111111111111•111111111111111111111,10,

Robert BillIngton Jr.
270-753-4751
robertir@themurrarnsuranceagency corn
c14

Bee Movie
PG - 6:55 - 9:00
30 Days Of Night
R - 7:10 - 9:30

1414-11.1TILON
,

Michael Clayton
R - 7:15 - 9:40

L110•Ciste•Ikene

Anthem.+V
bibeta•••••••.....••••••••••••
8.1....••••••••••••••• •

••••

Program Information Call 753-3314 :

Send
Calloway County
to
State!
Co Flomewww
Bose11

VOTE
etcher for Governor
Robbie Rudolph
of Calloway County
for Lt.
Governor
Paid tor by B.K. Camp

1745 Kirksey Almo Road • Murray, Ky. 42071
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Tobacco yields
good, curing hard
"Hie state's tobacco crop
seemed to brush off this summer's drought and yielded well
for growers who saw most of
their other fanning enterprises
languish in the hot, dry summer
and fall.
The crop likely will yield
close to last year's level, said
Gary Palmer, tobacco specialist
with the University of Kentucky
Cooperative Extension Service.
However, dry conditions have
made curing tough, and last
week's heavy rains came too late
for much improvement for most
tobacco crops.
Tobacco requires several
weeks of cunng to change it
from a green color to yellow to
dark brown. During this process.
chemical changes occur in the
tobacco to bring it to the quality
tobacco companies desire.
Under extremely dry conditions,
especially with low humidity,
tobacco mostly just dries up
rather than cures, Palmer said. If
the process is too quick, some of
the harsh chemicals and yellow
color are left behind, making the
leaf a less than desirable product.
That is what happened this
year in many tobacco barns in
Kentucky. The crop is curing
with a color that companies have
not been keen to purchase in the
past. This will be the first crop
sVith this particular coloring
production
tobacco
since

switched to a free market sy stein
from the old production control
price support system.
In 1999 under the old production system, tobacco that was
considered too high in color and
therefore of poorer quality, was
primarily rejected by companies
and ultimately ended up being
discarded, Palmer said.
"I hope companies are a little
lenient on color this year," he
said. "Some growers are teetering on whether to continue, and
this could affect their decision."
How they purchase this
year's crop could play an important role in whether companies
maintain their grower base. If
companies purchase the crop
without huge discounts, it could
encourage producers to stay in
business and even encourage
additional production. Palmer
said.
The recent moisture may help
a few crops if tobacco is going
to hang in the barn for a while,
but higher temperatures are
needed to create the proper
chemical reaction needed to
improve quality. Palmer said.
With larger acreage and
reliance on migrant labor, most
fanners don't have the luxury of
waiting in hopes the quality
might improve, he said. The
rains are helping tobacco get pliable for farmers to remove it
from the barn, strip the leaf from
the stalk and prepare it.
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This farmer looks at his rolls of hay
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DAYTON, Ohio API — The last time
fifth-generation fanner Brian Harbage could
afford new cropland was in 1999. when he
added a modest 62 acres to his corn-andsoybean operation.
Harbage farms 2.5(K) acres in western
Ohio. He leases a majority of the acreage
and as looking to expand so he can become
more profitable.
But the price of U.S..cropland has soared
to a record high.
"We can't hardly afford to buy good
farmland anymore." Harbage said. "It
stinks."

in the mix, cropland
Average cropland values in the U.S. rose tives and farm subsidies
an attractive investment for
sale
by 13 percent to $2,700 per acre this year, up has become
LEDBETTER, Ky. — A Purchase Area Premier-bred heifer
non-farmers alike.
from $2,390 last year, according to the farmers and
source-verified spring calving bred heifers, will be
100
with
backrural
a
from
come
"Folks who
Department of Agriculture. In Ohio, the
the Livington County Livestock Inc. Time is 1 p.m.
made good money off the farm Saturday at
price jumped 10.7 percent. to $3,920 an ground and
are guarateed bred to bulls with known EPDs and met
heifers
All
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just
come back and invest in 80 acres
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Good, extension economis
'The increasing value of cropland is being it," said Darrel
For additional information, contact the Kentucky Beef Network
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Steve Beshear and the Democratic Team - Honest Changefor Kentucky

sk,c Beshear & Or, Daniel Mongiardo

Together, we can:

for Governor and 11. Governor
Jack Conssa)
for Attorney General

Strengthen our economy.
Ensure a good education for our kids.

Bruce Hendrickson
for Secretary of State
(.rit Luallen
for Auditor
lOdd Hollenhach
for Treasurer

Put quality, affordable health care
within reach to our seniors and families.
With hard work,faith and integrity,
we can clean up government
and get Kentucky moving again.

On November 6, Vote Democraticfor Honest Change!
paidfor fry Calloway County Democratic Executive Committee, Larry Elkins, Treasurer
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TIGERS 42, RACERS 28

RACERS82 49 WILDCATS
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Roaring Win
MSU BLASTS
BETHEL IN LONE
EXHIBITION GAME
TOMMY DILLARD Ledger & Times
Quarterback Jeff Ehrhardt looks downfield while retreating from the rush of Tennessee State defensive lineman Maurice Davis in the Racers' 42-28 loss Saturday night. Ehrhardt set a school record for completions in a game with 36.

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
Tyler Holloway joked following the postgame conference
about the Public
Address
announcement during the game's
first time out with the score:
Murray State 10, Bethel 8.
"He should have said Danero
Thomas 10 and Bethel 8!"
Holloway's joke got some good
laughs, but the other laugher was
Murray States exhibition blowout
win over Bethel College Saturday night, where the Racers
romped past the Wildcats 82-49
before a gathering of 2,271 at
the Regional Special Events Center.
The only thing that may not
have been funny, at least for
second-year head coach Billy
Kennedy, was the absence of
Ivan Evans.
Evans, a junior college transfer from Barton County Community College, has been dismissed for conduct detrimental
to the team.
"It's unfortunate, but that's
where we're at with that,"
Kennedy said of the 6-foot-4, 200pound forward.
Thomas, who did indeed score
the game's first 10 points, finished with a team-high 22 in
2X minutes of actiom.,— • • - • • —
The 6-foot-4, 190-pound sophomore out of New Orleans, La.,

TSU topples
Murray State in
early going
RACERS CAN'T STOP TSU RUSHING
ATTACK; FALL TO BIG PLAYS

•See RACERS,28
RACERS 82, WLDCATS 49
Bethel(0-0)
French 2-7 2-2 7. Thompson 2-5 0-0 4,
DeMaree 3-10 1-28, Bell 2-5 2-2 8, Sewell
2-6 1-25. Dove 2-4 2-2 6, Ward -20-02.
Chruch 0-1 0-0 0, Blackburn 1-4 0-1 3,
Cockrell 0-1 0-0 0. Carlisle 1-2, 0-0 2,
Sessi 3-4 0-0 6 Totals 19-51 8-11 49
Murray State(0-0)
Williams 4-11 2-2 11, Fotso 3-4 1-2 7,
Holloway 4-7 0-0 10, K Thomas 1-1 1-2
4.0 Thomas 9.12 1-2 22. Carter 1-5 0-2
2. Fralies 1-1 2-2 4, George 4-6 0-0 8.
Key 0-0 0-0 0, Long 2-3 0-04, Sanders
3-6 3-4 9. Easley 0-0 1-2 1 Totals 32-56
11-18 82
Halftime — Murray State 41 Bethel 26
Fouled Out — None Rebounds — MSU
32(Watams 6). Bethel 30(Thompson (6)
Assists — MSU 16, Bethel 10 Total
Fouls — MSU IS Bethel 18
A— 2,271

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Murray State junior forward Tarod Sanders goes up for two of his nine points
in the first half Saturday night against Bethel College.

Racers get targeted commitment
FLORIDA'S ASKA MAKES OFFICIAL VISIT TO CAMPUS, COMMITS TO MSU
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
According to a published
report by the Racer Insider
Sunday night. the Murray
State men's basketball team
received a commitment from
Ivan Aska,
Aska, a 6-foot-7 power forward from Boyd Anderson

High School in Broward
County, Fla., was the Racers' No. I recruiting target
this season.
Aska is ranked 259th in
the
nation
by
Floridahoops.com and was
37th in the nation in rebounds
last season.
One recruiting service
labeled Aska as "gone from

being a low-major steal to a
mid-high major must have."
This coming off the heels of
Aska dropping 28 points
against a University of Florida signee this past summer.
Admore White, Aska's high
school coach, told the Insider that there is no doubt Aska
can compete and succeed at
the D- I level.

"tic's a great kid and is
very athletic and strong,"
White noted. "He also has a
tremendous work ethic. When
he was a freshman he practiced with the JV team and
then went through a full practice with the varsity. His motor
is always running full blast.
You never have to worry
about motivating him."

LADY RACERS 84,
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS 49

Adams era starts
off with win
HAYES DUMPS IN GAME-HIGH 19
POINTS IN LONE EXHIBITION VICTORY

MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times
Murray State junior Ashley Hayes makes this steal off Christian Brothers' Crystal Shelton in the first half Saturday night
at the RSEC. Hayes finished with a game-high 19 points.

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
Everything went according to plan for Jody Adams
Saturday night.
Okay, well, almost everything.
"The only thing 1 asked our girls to do was hold
Christian Brothers to 45 points and they got 49."
Murray State beat Christian Brothers 84-49. Adams
got her first win as the Lady Racers' head coach and
the Adams' era is off and running, just like the Lady
Racers were Saturday night at the Regional Special
Events Center in front of 654 fans.
Murray State put three players in double figures.
but only preseason All-Ohio Valley Conference first
•See MSU, 28

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
NASHVILLE,Tenn., There
are lies, damned lies and statistics.
Never has the old saying
rung more true than in Murray State's 42-28 bludgeoning at the hands of Tennessee
State.
The fact that the Racers
outgained the Tigers, converted more first downs and set
a single-game completions
record belies the fact that the
college ballgame being played
at the home of the NFL's
Titans Saturday night was
never really in doubt.
Tennessee State used big
plays to jump out to a 21-0
first quarter lead before the
Racers could catch their
breath, forcing MSU into a
game of catch-up they could
never quite get a grasp on.
After the Racers failed to
convert a field goal on their
first drive, Tennessee State
running back Javarr Williams
ran roughshod over the stillslumbering Racer defense en
route to a 4-play, 80-yard
scoring drive in which
Williams carried every play.
A 77-yard punt return and

7I-yard interception return
later. and the Racers found
themselves suddenly staring
down a three-touchdown
deficit that would prove insurmountable.
For a Murray State team
that had followed up their
first conference victory in
three years with a respectable
upset bid against Eastern Kentucky, two consecutive weeks
of progress took a painful
step backwards.
"I was very apprehensive
and I warned our kids before
the game," a visibly frustrated Matt Griffin said after the
game. "They pay me to win
and we bring these kids here
to win. I've told them good
enough is not good enough
all year.
"1 think the pats on the
back they got for scoring 35
points against Eastern Kentucky slowed their week down
a little bit. These guys don't
understand; you just can't wait
until next year, you've got
to go out and do it."
For all intents and purposes the Racer offense was a
one-man show per quarterback Jeff Ehrhardt. Ehrhardt
II See GRIFFIN, 28

REGIONAL,CROSS COUNTRY

First Time For
Everything
ALL 4 LOCAL CROSS COUNTRY TEAMS
WILL MAKE TRIPS TO LEXINGTON
Staff Report
For
the
first
time,
Murray/Calloway County will
be sending all four of its
teams to the state cross country meet in Lexington Saturday.
Both Murray High and Calloway County boys' and girls'
teams qualified for state competition Saturday at their
respective regional races.
Calloway County's teams
both finished fourth in the
Class 3A Regional held in
Madisonville while Murray's
teams each turned in fourthplace finishes as well at the
Class A Regional in Draffenville. For Murray's boys,
the race marked their first
time to ever qualify for state
competition as a team.
Josh Lee led all Calloway
County finishers, coming in
14th with a time of 17 minutes, 31.2 seconds. The Laker
girls were pacedfy Kelsey
Gray, who finish
12th with
a time of 21:36, 3.
Ryan Miller led the Tiger

boys, finishing eighth with a
time of 18:37.78 and Selina
LaJaret was the pacesetter for
the girls, finishing I I th with
a time of 22:30.56.
14
24
28
35
41
68
72

Wm"Coady Weer
Josh Lee, 17 31 02
Daniel Hopkins, 1754.43
Ryan Thurman. 18:02.21
Jonathan Washburn, 18731,37
Wesley Cook, 18 43.64
Colby Fox. 200929
Cohn Honvood, 2043.35

Mani MO 111PTI
8 Ryan Miller, 18:37.78
11 Michael Orr, 190942
17 Chase Damen, 19126 18
21 Paul Gong, 193400
33 Ryan Greer, 20:55.86
41 Kase. BalthrOp. 222988
51 Steven Speed. 28.3400

12
22
25
37
57
58

11
15
19
27
32
35
39

GOMM Carty lady Wen
Kelsey Gray. 21 36.33
Megan Summers. 22-07.87
Jenny Vincent, 222216
Tatum Dale. 23:00.27
Takina Scott. 24 52 11
Kristen Mikulcrk. 2457 82
firm lady
Selina LaJaret, 22 30 56
Alex Nance 2311 34
Heatherly Paschall. 24 04 46
Amends McDonald. 24 45 92
Katie Bloomer, 283630
Andrea Proving. 27 34 59
Kim Jones, 29 15 97

ikwilak
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•
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!ki I DOLE SCHOOL BASKETBALI

quarter to cut the
lady Laker lead to 12, but
Calloway held on for a COMtunable victory. Karlee Wilson
led the Lady Lakers with eight
points, followed by Abby
Futrell, Taylor Futrell and Allison Rogers, who each contributed '.is.
Lauren Benson and Neely
Galliinure scored five and
Alyssa Cunningham and Ashley Gullixson added four.
Cheyenne Maddox scored Iwo

points.
Calloway turned in a dominant defensive performance
against Hopkinsvillc, holding
the Lady Tigers to just two
points in the first quarter and
five in the first half. Calloway
stretched its lead to 31-12 in
the third quarter and sailed to
s ictory from there.
Alyssa Cunningham reached
double digits, setting the pace
for the Lady Lakers and scoring II points.

in the 1 OUnh

•Lakers
From Page 18
was 9-of-l2 from the field and
3-of-4 from behind the arc.
The guard/forward combo
also tacked on six steals and
two assists.
Thomas said afterwards it
was a night where he was "just
feeling it
71 couldn't believe it," he
said. "It all happened so fast."
of his 10 points in the first
5:49 of the night.
Thomas added that he perceives the offense running
through someone at his position, but with a guard-loaded
ballclub, that could be anyone
on any given night. If it is
Thomas. he's ready to accept
the challenge, which he admitted, will he just that — a challenge.
-The offense will go through
the wingman. so I feel like I
can do a lot of things. Postup, blast off the wing. It might
be a challenge for Inc. but if
if is, yeah, I can accept it. I
can do it. But, we have a lot
of guys coming out of high
school that probably averaged
30 points a night. Any guy in
that dressing room could come
out and do what I was able
to do tonight."
Kennedy. in his second year
with the Racers, said that
Thomas has been the team's
most complete player in the
preseason day-in and day-out.
"He rebounds, he defends
and he can score. It's a good
thing to have a couple guys raise
up (their level of play)."
Following the lead of
Thomas was fellow classmate
Marvin Williams. who tacked
on II points and Holloway, a
tumor. added 10 to also finish
in double figures.
But the biggest statistic of
the night, at least from
Kennedy's standpoint. was the
defensive pressure the Racers
put on Bethel.
Murray State Was the recipient of 37 points oil turnovers,
forcing 28 in the hallgamc and
putting up 18 second-chance
points.
Transition defense is some-

Murray Ledipr

•Griffin

CCMS girls improve to 5-0 on season
Staff Report
Calloway County Middle
School girls' basketball team
improved their record to 5-0
with two victories Saturday over
Pachicah Tilghman, 46-34, and
Hopkinsville, 37-19.
The Lady Lakers didn't leave
any doubt in either contest,
lumping out to a 29-8 halftime lead on Tilghman and a
19-5 advantage over Hopkinsville at the break.
Tilghman scored 19 points

Murray
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From Page 18
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spent much of his evening on
the run as Tennessee State's
defensive line dominated the
battle up front, forcing the
Nobody can protect your AU TO
quick-footed freshman to scramany better than we can!
ble for yardage.
211 S 12th St •Murray KY • 753-3415
When Ehrhardt did have
time to throw, he made good
on his opportunities, completNATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
ing 36-of-46 passes and breakNATIONAL CONFERENCE
National Football League Standings
ing the Murray State record of
East
All Dines CST
35 completions in a game. He
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
WIT Pct
Dallas
7 1 0 875
East
was also the Racers' leading
W I T Pct
6 2 0 750
N V Giants
rusher, carrying for more than
Washington
New England
9 0 0 I 000
5 3 0 825
1 4 0 500
Buffalo
100 yards for the first time in
3 5 0 375
Philadelphta
N Y Jets
8 0 111
South
I
his career. It was the first time
Miami
0 8 0 000
WIT Pet
a Murray State quarterback had
South
5 4 0 558
Tampa Bay
4 4 0 500
Carobna
L T Pet
thrown for over 304 yards and
Orleans
0
7
Indianapolis
4
New
875
1
4 0 500
run for more than 100.
Tennessee
2 6 0 250
Atlanta
6 2 0 750
Griffin commended his quarJacksonvale
North
5 3 0 625
Houston
WIT Pet
4 5 0 444
terback, but said he wouldn't
Gieen Bay
7
1 0 875
North
call his rushing statistics a posDetroit
W
6 2 0 750
L T Pet
itive.
Patsbuigh
Chicago
5 2 0 714
3 5 0 375
Cle veland
Minnesota
5 3 0 625
3 5 0 375
"He's running for his life,
Baltimore
West
4 3 0 571
so, no, I wouldn't call it a
Cinconati
2 6 0 250
W I T Pet
positive," he said. "... I see
West
4 4 0 500
Seattle
W
Anzona
L T Pet
3 5 0 375
one guy when I look at tape,
Kansas City
4 4 0 500
San Francisco
2 6 0 250
I see our quarterback playing
4 4 0 500
San Diego
0 8 0 000
St Louis
Denver
his heart out every single snap.
3 5 0 375
Oakland
2 6 0 250
I can't say that for any other
Sunday, Nov. 11
guy right now and that's disSunday's Games
Buffalo at Miami. Noon
Detroit 44 Denver 7
appointing to me."
St Louis at New Orleans. Noon
Tennessee 20. Carolina 7
Denver at Kansas City. Noon
Ehrhardt's evening of scramMinnesota 35. San Diego 17
Minnesota at Green Bay. Noon
bling once again brought to light
Washington 23. N Y Jets 20, OT
Cleveland at Prttsburgh. Noon
Atlanta 20. San Francisco 16
Jacksonville at Tennessee. Noon
the continued struggles of the
Buffalo 33. Cincinnati 21
Philadelphia at Washington. Noon
offensive line. He was sacked
New Orleans 41, Jacksonville 24
Atlanta at Carolina, Noon
three times and running backs
Green Bay 33. Kansas City 22
Cincinnati at Baltimore, 3:05 p.m.
Tampa Bay 17 Arizona 10
Chicago at Oakland, 115 p.m.
Charlie Jordan and Josh Jones
Cleveland 33 Seattle 30 OT
Dallas at NY Giants. 3.15 p.m.
were rendered ineffective, averHouston 24. Oakland 17
Detroit at Arizona, 115 p.m.
aging 3.8 and 1.4 yards respecNew England 24. Indianapolis 20
Indianapolis at San Diego, 715 p.m. Dallas 38, Philadelphia 17
Open New England, N V Jets. Tampa
tively.
Open Miami N Y Giants Chicago St
Bay Houston
Center Quinton Hankins said
Louis
Monday, Nov. 12
the Racers' woes on the line
Monday's Game
San Francisco al Seattle, 7 30 p m
Baltimore at Pittsburgh, 7 30 pm
have been vexing.
"Some days we come out
and all five of us are synchro
nized and we just roll with
the flow," center Quinton Han•The Lakers will host Hopkins Central in a playoff football
kins said. "Sometimes it's just Jack D. Rose Stadium Friday night at 7:30 p.m. Since it is agame at
playoff
totally opposite. I don't know
game, everyone who attends must purchase a ticket. The cost of admission
will
for
be
$5
adults and $3 for students. Tickets will not be sold in
whether it will take another
season (of offseason condition- advance. Gates will open about 6 p.m. Fans are asked to bring correci
change
for
tickets
in
an effort to keep down the lines at the ticket tablei
ing) or what. Three of us are
returning starters from last year,
but maybe it will be another
year of hard work in the sumAdams did admit that she
From Page 18
mertime."
It didn't seem to matter that learner Ashley Hayes put up learned a lot, albeit, an exhibition game.
Tennessee State was without the team's only double-double.
-I learned that when you
The 5-foot-10, junior guard
standout quarterback Antonio
challenge these guys to step
Heffner for the second consec- racked up 19 points and grabbed up. they
can meet any chala team-high 12 rebounds in 34
utive game due to injury —
lenge out there. I challenged
minutes of action.
the Tiger running game car"I just said I was going to them for second effort, going
ried the offense in his stead.
take whatever I got," Hayes into the second half.
Two Tiger backs eclipsed said. "If they sagged off
And obviously you can see
of
the 100-yard mark. —
'The. Ill"sh6OVitth4 do pick by our offensive boards and I
Williams and Terrence Wnght me up or ride me. I'll try to consider offensive boards a sec— while the former carried 20 take them to the hole, trying ond effort and we had that.
times for 170 yards. Stand-in to get a foul. 1 want to be an That's what helped pull us
quarterback Calvin McNair, all-around player, no matter away. We continued to race
threw just five passes, com- who's guarding me or how I'm the ball, which is something
being guarded. I want to score we wanted to do."
pleting four.
Murray State had 26 offenThe defensive performance either way. We're going to have
left Griffin scratching his head to have somebody to be con- sive rebounds to just 10 by
sistent every night. That's what Christian Brothers. MSU outonce again postgame.
"We didn't tackle.- he said. I'm working on, trying to be rebounded CBU 50-25.
But mores°, the Lady Rac"I wish I could tell you what consistent on both offense and
ers beat Christian Brothers in
defense.
Getting
stops,
getting
we were doing on defense. 1
every category, including 22
out and getting steals."
don't know, but 1 know we
The Lady Racers led 35-24 points off turnovers and 22
didn't tackle.
at halftime and outscored Chris- second chance points,
Adams got 19 points from
tian Brothers 49-25 -in the final
20 minutes of action for the her bench Saturday. which she
Murray Si
0 7 7 14-- 28
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think
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IWeas lock! 701
get them out of a practice rou- a guard and I've asked her to
Third Quarter
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4 23
ter, see where our strengths against two athletic post playFourth Guertin
are, who can play where"? There ers tonight that I thought were
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14 19
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MICHAEL DANN / Ledger .6 Times
Ray George reverses a dunk for two of his eight points
Saturday night against Bethel George also handed out
three assists and had tour steals on the night.

thing that MSU fans should
come to eapect as Kennedy
plans to firmly make that a
staple of this year's Racer ballclub.
"I think we wanted to set
a precedent on the defensive
end.* Kennedy said. "I think
we did that for the most pan.
1 thoughi our hall pressure was
good; we were able to force
a lot of steals and created easy
baskets in transition. That's
something that we're going to
build on
Kennedy added that good
teams &III give up easy baskets. Ile wants his team to be

able to get back in transition.
Unfortunately. in the second
halt, we had sonic casual
turnovers that led to easy buckets for them. We obviously
have to improve in that area.
The Racers barely outrebounded Bethel 32-30 with 14
coming off of offensive boards
and 18 off defensive rebounds.
Bethel had 15 on each end.
"I want us to be a great
defensive team and a great
rebounding team." Kennedy
said. "Right now, we're not a
great defensive rebounding
team.

* * * VOTE FOR * * *
BONNIE
AA

EEANN"

iitilt RS
FOR GALLOWAY COUNTY
BOARD OF EDUCATION
District 2
• I was appointed in March 2007 by the Kentucky Dept.
of Education as the best qualified candidate.
• I will continue to be a strong advocate for the children
in Calloway County and a voice for the voters of
District 2.

TEAM STATISTICS
MSU
TSU
Fest downs
17
32
Rushes-yards
48-198
46-280
Passing
330
69
Como 811-101
36.47.2
4-5-0
Return Yards
148
5
Punts Aug
4-35 5
3.357
umbles-Lost
2-1
5-4
Penathes-Yards
8-77
7-55
Time nr Possess.° 'ae 25
21 35
ta•
iNDIWOUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING--Idurray Si. Ehrhardt 30-104.
Towns. 4-52 Jordan 6-23 J Jones 7-10,
M Harris 1-9 Tiliones••• Si.. J
20-156 Wright 18.101 A4cNauf 4-21.
Sample 3-2 Team 1-0
PASSING-Murray Si., Ehrhardt 36-46I -330 Towns& 0 I 1-0 Tennessee St..
McNain 4-54-69
RECEIVING-Murray St., J _lora s 8-57
Tcremse4 5-55, 111 Hams 4-49 Lightfoot 436 Jordan 4-31 McGannts 4-24 Harper 238 Nefsiln 2-17 J Rogers 2-16 Ard 1-7
Unmet*, St., S Jackson
2-24
J W4hams 1-35. Belvrn I-10

MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times
Amber Guffey does her best to dribble around the defense of
Chnstian Brothers Kat Butler in the first half Saturday night
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No ExoerlenceP No Problem.
• Company-provided CCIL training for
qualified candidates
• New higher pay packages

• I would appreciate your vote on November 6th.
H1 BONN!? LF.t.ANN MYER!,
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API Contractors is
for
soliciting
'Subcontractor Bids for
the following lines of
work:
Asphalt,
Concrete
Restoration,
Landscaping, Seeding.
Concrete Curb and
Gutter. and Suppliers
of
Aggregates,
Concrete, and PVC
Piping Materials, for
the -Southwest Area
Gravity
Sewer
Additions," for the City
of Murray, Murray, KY.
MBE's and WBE's are
encouraged to submit
bids. Plans may be
obtained at the office of
GRW Engineers, Inc.,
801
located
at
Drive,
Corporate
Lexington, KY 40503.
This contract is being
funded in part with a
KIA Federally Assisted
Revolving
Fund.
attention
Special
should be paid to prevailing wage rates that
Contact API
apply.
Contractors U 270898-8090 with bid by
COB on Nov. 19th,
2007.

JEM Productions
Transfer home movies
& pictures to DVD.
Most formats supported. Great gift idea.
for
now
Plan
Christmas!
270-328-8719

ALL positions
person
in
Apply
Dumplin's,
St.,
305 S. 121h
Murray, KY.
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the Allergy and Asthma
Clinic has an opening
thru
Monday
for
jhursday Experience
in CPT coding. ICD-9
doing, data entry, arid
account receivables
knowledge preferred
Please send resume to
2957 US Hwy. 641
North, Murray, KY
42071 Include three
references
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DEADLINES

Sat SIN

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $30 each
Additional Consecutive Days:$12 per word per day.

Department of Marketing and Public Relations. Murray State
University. Qualifications: Bachelor's degree in Communication,
English, Journalism, Marketing, Public Relations or related discipline required, with preference given to individuals holding a
Master's degree in one of these disciplines required. Eight (8)years
of related professional experience with demonstrated advancement
to senior management-level position, including at least five years at
a director-level position; related professional experience in communications, journalism, marketing, or public/media relations; demonstrated professional advancement to senior management-level position and the ability to succeed while assuming increased responsibilities, managing multiple major projects, and leading others at the
director level or higher; working knowledge of institutional branding, publications, marketing, and development campaign strategies:
must be a strong communicator, have excellent written, presentation.
and oral communication skills. Must be able to think creatively and
strategically, have excellent judgment, and be able to work in a
changing environment. Responsibilities: Formulate, develop, and
manage university- wide implementation of communications and
public relations programs that will result in a strong positive awareness and a broad understanding of MSU among its publics; measuring and reporting the outcomes of communications programs, promotional and marketing efforts of the institution; work directly with
print media, radio/TV and other media to carry out such programs;
make arrangements for the public relations dimensions of all special
events, both on and off campus; direct and supervise the staff and
activities of the communications offices; promote among employees
and administrators an awareness of the public relations and communications aspect of their activities and encourage them to consult
with and utilize the services of the communications offices; oversee
the Communications / Marketing Advisory Committee whose role is
to provide expertise in the areas of communications, marketing.
public relations, publicity, publications, and advertising at Murray
State University in order to promote understanding, appreciation,
and exposure among the various publics locally, regionally, and
nationally. Will require some evening and weekend hours and
regional travel. Application Deadline: November 23, 2007. To
apply: Submit letter of application, resume. and the names,
addresses, and telephone numbers of three professional references
to: Search Committee Chair, Murray State University, 100 Easley
Alumni Center, Murray. KY 42071.
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$8.25 Column Inch, tiO% Discount 2nd Run.
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(MI 3 Ads Must Run Within 0 Day Period
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT
FOR COMMUNICATIONS,

La Cocina Mexicana, 501 South 12th St., Murray,
KY 42071 hereby declares intention to apply for a
restaurant alcoholic license no later than November
6, 2007. The business to be licensed will be located
at 601 South 12th St., Murray, Kentucky 42071,
doing business as La Cocina Mexicans The owner is
Chong Catered of 102 Saratoga Drive, Murray, KY
42071, Any person, association, corporation, or body
politic may protest the granting of the bombe by
writing the Department of Alcoholic Beverage
Control, 1003 Twilight Trail, Frankfort, KY 406018400. within 30 days of the date of this legal publication.

THE Murray Ledger
.Times considers its
•.
•.aources reliable, but
.:inaccuracies do occur.
.713eaders using this
-information do so at
heir own risk. Although
.,ersons and compa.iiies mentioned herein
;Ore believed to be repfotable. The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of its employees
'accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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ADJUSTMENTS

ASSISTANT
SALES
MANAGER
TRAINEE
I am looking for an
IN-HOME sales
professional to assist
me in my business
in the Murray stem
Ideal candidate will
have a direct sales
background with a
proven track record
Must be prepared
to Accept
Mgt. Responsibilities
upon completion
of training.
Leads Furnished.
Non- seasonal.
No credit rejects.
Recession proof.
Major US corp.
Our average
Assistant Manager
earns salary plus
commissions of
$50.000 and up

and minorities OK encouraged to apply. Murray State University is an
, M/F/D. AA employer
equal education and employment opporiunio,

WOONett

1

1211
1Olp Waited

00 you Ispre working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be gist the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at:
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227

If you qualify, call
270-554-4620
and ask for
Mr. Rouse
V.P. Of SALES
BARTENDER, DAY
SHIFT 641 Club in
Puryear, Tennessee.
Good pay for the right
person. 4 or 5 days a
week. Must be neat in
Bring
appearance.
resume in person 11-6.
731-644-3796
BUSY medical office
has an opening for a
part-time LPN with a
starting hourly rate
$16. Part-time RN
hourly rate $26. Parttime NP hourly rate
$45. Forward resume
with 3 references to:
1040-0,
P.O. Box
Murray, KY 42071.
COSMETOLOGIST
opening: MondayEnday. $10 hour, full
time with 401k, vacation S medical benefits. Fax resume to
270-444-0389

FULL time help needed. No experience necessary. Apply in person
at Signmasters 7:304:30, 8503
U.S.-Hwy-68
East,
Benton (Fairdealing)
GREAT Opportunity!
Expanding! Full-time
experienced salesperson. Part-time warehouse. Submit resume
to Fleming Furniture,
Hwy. 641N,
3060
Murray, KY 42071,
GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the folpositions:
lowing
FIN/LPN 2P-10P full
time, SRNA 6A-2P fulltime. Anyone interested in becoming part of
our team may apply in
person at Green Acres
Health Care, 402 W
Farthing St., Mayfield,
KY 42066
HELP WANTED
Part/Full time -flexible
schedule- 7 days a
week.
$9hr after paid training
Benefits
1 -888-974-JOBS
T079100207

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to lobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However. as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you

ADVERTISING SALES
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position of
Representative.
Advertising
Sales
Responsibilities for this position include servicing established accounts, developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in
Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy
working with the public and be self-motivated.
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
Advertising, Marketing, and Public Relations
preferred, but not required. Salary will be
based on education and sales experience.
Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental
plans, salary plus commission, are all part of
an excellent benefit package.

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer

NATIONAL RENAL ALLIANCE
Suer,. Stare with atiming no Rig& Partner

Local heating & air
contractor looking for
experienced sheetrnetal mechanics and
sOfV1C0 techs Pay
based on experience.
Send Resume to:
P.O.-Box 1597 Murray

IMMIDIAT1 OPENINGS
Start Work Next Dayi
Factory Approved
Training
1s1 100 Calls Only

tIMM11•111M•M•Er

PADUCAH Real Estate
Licensing class beginning November 8
270-223-0789

•-

(All WEDNESDAY
11-7-07
270-331-2109

ot• 4F

64/11ginitleb.
Or
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a 1411"406111111.1A1
Morra:Z

All Ocariso Trumpeted°.• Airport Senna •Lateen(Men

"How To Protect A Lifetime

- PREPLANNING ••••

Of Savings"

Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

'14.4% is guaranteed on first year
money.

Avoid inflationary cost.
Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.

qp-q•

Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

2711--;1-2411

Call Ron Sallin (Agent)

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

Phone (270)759-1565

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

Cell (2701210-2533

Terry Isaacs/Karen Isaacs, Owners
FeehernFtsiyac/
tigbe-55

-

2261-9398
492-8191

Paving - Sealcoating - Hauling

Tony Travis
270-753-2279

c3„„,„,

Appliance
& Electrical Repair
Hazel, KY 42049

TRAVIS ASPHALT

TN Lc /158393. KY LiciCE50221ME9837

Serving West KY & West TN For 23 Years

Call Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
at 753-1916
and place your ad today!

111231Help

MOW

1:11lielp Wanted

DIRECTOR OF
MARKETING/PUBLIC
RELATIONS
Henry county Medical Center is seeking a
Director of Marketing/Public Relations.
The Director is responsible for the overall
marketing/public relations and medical
staff recruitment for the Medical Center,
The Director is also responsible for community relations including health screenings, participating in community events,
scheduling and coordinating community
seminars. The director will also coordinate
all of the advertising (print, radio, and TV)
and publications of the Medical Center.
The Director of Marketing/Public
Relations reports directly to the CEO and
is an integral member of the management
team. Two staff members report to the
Director.

Henry County Medical Center is located in
northwest Tennessee and is a growing and
expanding medical center. The Medical
Center consists of an acute care hospital, a
long term care facility, EMS, and Home
Health and Hospice. We offer excellent
benefits and a competitive salary package
including relocation assistance.

.....
• .1.

.211ir

No risk to principal because it is guaranteed
'The rate is subject to change so call now
(270)210-2533
If you have, 401-K, 403-B, Stocks, Mutual
Funds, CD's or other retirement investments.

Adecco

WAREHOUSE CLERK
POSITION AVAILABLE
Duties include picking and processing
orders, receiving and unloading, inventory
maintenance. Requirements for the position
are forklift experience, valid driver's license,
light to moderate lifting, computer skills.
Must be self motivated and energetic.
Competitive wages & benefits!
Seed Resume to: P.O. Box 123, Almo, KY 42020

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $992 on Part A; $131 oe
Part B. Call me for more information
FREE KELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR KY CLIENTS
753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

The minimum requirements include a BS
degree in Marketing and three years experience with at least two years experience
related to marketing in a hospital setting.
Also required is a background and demonstrated success in medical staff recruitment. Candidate must also be able to
demonstrate and give examples of previous
advertising/publication experience. The
candidate must have excellent communication and writing skills and be able to work
well with community leaders, physicians,
and other employees. Prefer candidate
with previous management experience.

ADECCO: JOB FAIR
We will be hosting this event for LIGHT INDUSTRIAL at the Murray Career Center. Positions
available in Murray, Mayfield and Paducah. To
participate apply on line Qt eapp.adecco.com. zip
code 42001, then call 800-403-9970 for further
instructions. DRUG SCREEN/BACKGROUND
SCREEN WILL BE REQUIRED.

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

3,,47,17

Dialysis RN
Full-time and PRN
National Renal Alliance, an outpatient dialysis facility, is searching for dedicated, full-time and PRN
RNs to ensure optimal patient care at our Caldwell
Co. Dialysis Center in Princeton, KY. RN candidates must have a current KY RN license and 1-2
years clinical expenence. Dialysis experience
NRA offers
strongly preferred, but will train.
health, dental, vision, disability, life, 401Is and paid
time off. Apply online at www.nationalrenal.com.
Resumes may be sent to
trushingOnationalrenal.com or you may contact
Leslie Rushing at 270-365-7588.
NRA is an equal opportunity employer.

12414.0.72111of FO3FLE

HVAC

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay /00% of
the Deductibles,

Limousines & Vans

Interested candidates who meet all the
requirements should send resume or may
apply in person.

JANITORIAL cleaning
position available with
Service
SSC
Solutions.
Murray
area, 3 buildings,
approximately
17.5
hours
per
week.
(270)527-2041 Ask for
Mrs. Miller

LPN needed 2-3 days
per week at the Allergy
and Asthma Clinic. No
Fridays or weekends.
Send resume to 2957
US Hwy. 641 North,
Murray, KY 42071.
Please include 3 references.

hiring
K FC
now
cashiers, cooks, and
shift leaders. Must be
available for all shifts.
Apply in person 205 N.
12th St.

PT 1FT/PT
For upscale therapy
practice in
Murray, KY Excellent
Salary/Benefits
Fax Resume:
270-767-0471

MALE Dancers wanted
review.
male
for
Second Friday of every
month from 7PM-9PM.
Must be 18 and over.
Have fun and make
money. Call for details
(270)873-9109

NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-in, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.

a IOW IOW
subscribe to the
MURRAY

LEDGER&TIMES
Home Hellvery
$28.00

3 mo...

Local Mail

3 me.....
$60.00
$99.00 6 tno.-.
1 yr. -.....-4104.00

1 yr.-

All Other Mall
Subscriptions
$75.00
3 mo..--.--$70.50 3 me
6 no.
I yr.....---$1211.00 1 yr.
$14500
Rest of KY/IN
tPurfear 1/ Beduin.

Check

Money Order

Visa
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Name
I St Address

:City
Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box

1030

Paris, TN 38242
731-644 8472

;State
I

1
I
I

731-644-8474 FAX

I

eledden@hcmc-tn.org

I
I

..........

Equal Opportunity Employer

_
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Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
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Tanglewood
Apartments
1750 Lowes Drive
Murray, KY 42071

NOW AVAILABLE:
LARGE lyr old playfort wood, sandbox.
swings, rock climb,
slide, monkey bars.
$750. 978-0031
PLAYSTAT1ON 1 & 2
Now
GAMES
sold/traded at Wood
Electronics on the
Court Square. Huge
Great
Selection,
Pnces1 753-0530
SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE.
FREE OVA or HD
upgrade. FREE 6
months of HD prow/HD
gramming
upgrade. Get months 3
FREE of HBO &
Cinemax.
Programming starts at
$29 99 per mo.•$5 00
for local networks Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more info.
759-0901 or toll free:
877-455-0901

fit() bedroom. $434
• Free Cable • Washer/Dryer
Provided • All Electric w/ Central
Heat & Air • Range, Dishwasher,
Refrigerator & Garbage Disposal
Provided • Carpet & Ceramic Tile
• Patio/Deck

3 bedroom 1 bath dou
blewide trailer Central
heat & elf, $325 monthly plus deposit No
pets 270-436-2096
38F1 Doublevnde, w&d
hook-up, $3.50/month
+ deposit. 2BR unglewide. $260/month.
$200 deposit 7534228 leave message
MOBILE home 16480,
Wrather Road off 783,
lac ma. 38R 2BA.
$450/month,
CA-VA
water included or
FSBO $45,000
293-0139 or 753-1500
SMALL 26R in country
References required
759-1837

Murray

1Aon
3 bedroom 21 bath
corner lot in Crossfield Sub.
Remodeled, very nice.

FOR Salo/Lease 38R
28A lakefront property
w/ dock, 2-1/2 car
Wag, oth
270-759-9046.
270-970-3953
\ It
\INII I
I /I It I tI I It I'

753-2905 • 270-293-8595

r 1994 Sooner 4 horse
slant all aluminum
horse trailer New tires,
great condition. Call
753-2905 Of 293-8595

construction.
NEW
116
FSBO.
Thoroughbred Drtve,
Murray Estates. 48R
2.58A, breakfast room,
family room Pnced to
sell. $259.000 Will
consider reasonable
offer. 753-3966, 2939747. 752-0624

LAM
!AWN SIFFIVIr I

it-at

au

uuniing

Sandal bon goal/toter rt

753-1816 227 0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY 875.00
A MONTH
(-'ii.I 753-191b

Ledger & Times

Cleaning
DAVID'S
Service All external
cleaning. Vinyl, tondos,
etc (270)527-7176
CINJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd gibe
you don't have time
for.
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks.
293-5438

FREE

newly
IBA.
2BR
remodeled, no pets.
Since 1986
415 S 10th. $425
24 Noma summit
month. 270-293-4602
FUTRELL'S Tree
Res.. Corn.. & Ind
Service
3BR IBA w/ appliLicensed & Insured
Lease
removal,
pets
No
Trimming,
ances
All jobs- big or small
Call Joy for details... 270-762-1044
bees
grinding, firerequired
deposit
stump
&
,
TTY# 800-648-6056
wood. Insured
Rent $500, Security
489-2839
Deposit $500 1310 Murray Ledlyrr & rums Fuir
436-2867 Lamb's
Housing Ad Notice
Sycamore St
Professional Tree
Some restrictions apply
1 & 2 bdr apts. No
II \IC," 1V\sit
270-519-2699
rtal r-OArt advertised herein
Service. Complete tree
pets Leave a moos
sutheoin thr federal 1,11
i•
\ t .1 511 \
gutter
removal,
$450
28A.
38R
,1
0
makes
whuil
sage 270-753-197
flouong Ad
2006 Harley Davidson cleaning, hauling, etc.
month. No pets. 701 illrgal to adyrrtue am prefer
• weekly & pe.141 paws
1 OR 2br apts. near
Dyna Wide Glide. 1
()Mt ilf1111/(h011 01 thwornma
Insured.
non based on rau, color rell
Murray Broad St
• locally owned/operated
downtown
owner, 3.000 miles.
270-293-4602
gionw handban lainulual sia
condition. 436-5141 A-AFFORD- 759-1151 • 293-2783
perfect
starting at $200/mo.
tin ()f narsortal onion. tif nk,
Clean
NICE bock 2 bedroom, ttOn to make an, unit vrrter
753-4109.
many extras, 513,900. ABLE Hauling.
1605 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071
293-2784
out garages, gutters
8th. no pets, monk limitattons or drsorinuna
435-4707,293-1722.
1BR, various locations, 416 N.
Iron
junk & tree work.
plus deposit.
$500
Coleman
$200-$300
Stair law. forbid discrimination
489-2741
A to B Moving. Local
RE 753-9898
AMP.%
in the sale. nmtal or advertising
residence. ol real rata* board on radon. Hi
and long distance
ia I I 16 nis.:In il.!
UPSCALE
washer/dryer
1BR,
pnnekted
those
to
addition
Apartments
One and 1 wo Bedroom
moves. Call Bnan at
ranch on Melrose
tO
'II in
under federal law
hook-up, carport. No 3/2
Central Heat and Air
6
270-705-415
Dr City utilities and
pets. $335 monthly.
attrept any
knowing',
IS.
will
Accepting Application.
2
electnc
schools All
A-1 Joe's Mower
advertroang for leaf estath which
293-6070
14. 15. 16 inch
Large I. not in ,rolabon or the law All
car garage
repair pick-up, deliv753-4344• 227-5644
Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12
hereth informed
2 bedroom, all appli- fenced yard New cen- pl(1)(011,
S2(
at
Starting
ery. 436-2867
that all dwelling....lvertised Aff
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
0
Cambridge
ances,
tral HVAC system.
an equal opportu,
mounted
NEED A
area. 293-8968
A-1 Stump Removal
Annual lease $900 nin bays
LARGE
METAL ROOF?
Call 753-5606 Fully insured
2 or 3BR duplex, monthly Ray
For further 4,14(111lt With Fair
SELECTION
Iloinong Advertising require
CALL
437-3044
C/H/A. 1 or 2BR apt. 270-767-0615
USED APPLIANCES
ments orntact SAA uunsel
NO Meese
WI
[
(270)752-0414
753-1252 day. 753Rene P Milant, 703)648-1000
HANDYMAN
AAA
WARD ELKINS
0606 night, 761-3694
Ask forDarren
All types of carpentry,
MAX Fuel Express is
15 year established
duplex
IBA
28R
Nightengale
additions, decks
now hiring a Truck
2005 GMC Envoy, 1
hair salon for sale Call
Ann
Peggy
Appliances.
(270) /53-1/13
Hauling, dean up Junk
A&F Warehousing
Stop Manager This 293-3591
owner, sun-roof,
9
270-753-025
Dr
Garage. yards,
Near MSU $20-50
position requires excelloaded, all power,
NEED HELP?
119 East Y Dnve. 2BR
buildings
753-7668
communication
lent
white, 34.000+ miles,
Handyman Services.
LAND WANTED
FurrasNees
dryer,
IBA, washer,
Prompt dependable
and sound decision,
All remodeling.
$15,000 435-4176
Looking to
stove. & refrigerator
Free estimates
making
No lob too small.
2002 Mercedes SUV
OAK bedroom set
Smoke-free.
experience
furnished
close
or
yrs
in
35
relocate
Applicant must also
Free estimates.
ML320. Navy blue with
King with mattress.
work
Water. yard
Anytime 753-9210
to city limits of
exhibit strong leader(731)247-3001
lamps.
gold pin stripes. One
nightstands
month
$415
included.
and
have
ship skills
Murray. Senous
(731)363-3511
owner, coming off APPLIANCE REPAIR
and dresser Excellent
ly. 270-227-5722
3 Sycamore- 752-0438
Fuel Desk experience
buyer wants nice
lease. New tires. 149K SERVICE & PARTS
condition $350 for all
THE
Murray Ledger &
Corrgular Sabilarvice
pets
No
apt
Max Fuel Express
2BR
$13,500. (270) 293-8726 OR
miles.
761 4060
building site.
Times considers its
NiSmitkirg Sawn
Lease & deposit Rent
offers competitive pay.
price: 759-5534
Original
2-50 acres.
sources reliable, but
Security
paid vacation after one
$500,
Law PAIR i 4411)Iiiper
270- Chuck Van Buren
Call
FOR Rent:
931-206-6767 _ $42,500.
inaccuracies do OCCUf.
year of employment
Deposit $500 1604 Boat & RV storage
210-0031
S
COMPUTER
MOM
\I I
\
Readers using this
Miller Ave
and a 4016 plan If
12.36 units
Yukon,
GMC
95
1080
•TRACKHOE
Service/Sales
information do so at
please
interested,
270-519-2699
!Hos.
\littlicll
doors
garage
11.12
47,000 miles $6,000.
case solid machine,
Repairs/Upgrades
their own risk. Although
send resume to Max
26R duplex. nice.
Monthly/yearly rates
ing
767-9632 or 227-4320
working daily
759.3558
persons and compaFuel Express (BP)
furappliances
CA/A.
59
(270)978-05
ono
r
o
•
Nor
4....te
HDI1E
*Dozer
1989 Bronco 4.4, good
nies mentioned herein
2185 US Hwy 641N
140
locaVarious
nished.
old
solid
Allischamber.
condition 1-270-376are believed to be repMurray, KY 42071
759-115111
Well to Buy
tions Coleman RE
G&C
working daily
machine,
5649
utable, The Murray
EOE
753-1537
753-9898
STORAGE and
(270)345-2773 nights
Ledger & Times, nor
WANTED Part time
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
PROPANE
2BR house $375
any of its employees
1111:1Usod Can
I IL ‘N
Executive Director
[
753-3633
753-3415
119E Main
accept any responsibiliSt;hiIlvi
Angels Community
(270) 753-6266
BUYING
2BR. w/d hookup, no
ity whatsoever for their
Deville,
Cadillac
Clinic is in need of ;11,
1993
293-4183
(270)
Cell.
Junk cars, trucks and
OSCAR'S Outdoors, pets. $355 monthly.
activities.
condition, all
M-F
great
ARNP/RN as the
p.m.
4
am
9
tractors 436-5235
1539 West Broadway. Call 293-8070
LW ACRE WATER-.
TRENCHING
power, local dor. 436Clinic Director this
S\
Ill
213A, an appliBUYING old U.S. coin
Mayfield KY Guns
FRONT with dock
731-782-3951
2540 leave message
position Is part time
RENTALS
J&L
colknife
and pocket
ances, central H/A
gun repair, Benellis
boat, KY Lake.
270-753-2279 731-336-5288
Monday. Wednesday
0
ORAGE
lections. 2934999
753-9898
MINI-ST
Coleman RE
scopes 270-247610
$69,900 Only one'
and Thursday about
Vino
WINDOW
BACKHOE &
N.A. renting
or 705-8838
Call owner 615-515soutti*Obb -CO-n25 hours a week
CASH paid for
CLEANING
St.
4th
S
TRUCKING
720
at
Located
5550
All applidorniniums.
Anyone interested
Country
&
Town
guns
2005
used
SONLIGHT
by
good,
ROY HILL.
ances Included.
Firewood
270-436-54%
PRIME lakefront, lake
may mail a resume to
blue,
dark
Benson Sporting
(270)293-5170
gravel,
system,
Septic
767-9946.
view and ICONS
Angels Community
Pressure Washing
40,xxx/miles, loaded,
Goods, 519 S 12th,
270-293-6906
white rock.
1111••
FIREWOOD for sale
acreages at bargain
Clinic, 1005 Poplar
Gutter Cleaning
908 Hillwood 2BR/71
nay, DVD, leather,
Murray.
436-2113
Screen Repair
delivery
42071
apartment. MURRAY Store and
prices.
pick-up or
o Murray, KY
,
bath
sunroof, stow-n-go, Dozer work & Track
Free Esfeneles
or
com
has
GOOD used refrigera- Call for prices
No
pets.
or you may bring your
kylakesale.
$395/mo
Lock presently
dual power doors 8 lift
hoe
tors, electric ranges. (270)293- I 357 or
call 800-704-3154
references, units available
resume by the clinic
Lease.
Tree
gate, $16,500 OBO
Y RRY S
CATHY'S
gas heaters, air condi- (270)559-1424
office Monday deposit required
753-2905 or 753-7536
Service. Free esti978-0881
Wallpapenng,
baseboard
tioners,
227-3331
Thursday 8 30-4:00
Phone
mates.
Lab For Sale
PREMIER
Painting, Cleaning.
heaters Used carpetSANITATION -TRUCK
436-2562, 227-0267
DUPLEX apartment
Roam For Sob
MINISTORAGE
270- 227-6606 731Full-time, ing 753-4109
in
DRIVER.
located
new,
Like
LAKE Bargain! 1,
Inside climate control
498-8904
benefits High school
Carport.
Northwood
2003 GMC Sierra
acre lake access with
storage
Worm
OWNER
150
NADEAU'S
graduate, one year
appliances
all
2BR,
condition
White, mint
free boat slips
Articles
•Security alarmed
FINANCING"'
Construction
dnving trucks and
cenheat
and
gas
with
miles
38,000
terms
Great
than
less
$29.900.
For Salo
*Safe & clean
6 year old male Tabby
No Credit Check,
•Floonng -Decks
equipment required.
tral air $575 per
1 owner. garage kept
Call 800-704-3154
•We sell boxes'
cat free to a good
1999 model 38R 2BA
-Vinyl siding -All
Valid driver's license 12*X24 storage build
Phone
month.
753-4395
$10.995.
Declawed,
-We rent U-Hauls
home.
stnglewide, pool Clean
Home Improvements
(required to obtain wig w/front porch new
753-3018
350
1500,
753-9600
down.
94 Chevy
inns For Salt
- spayed, inside cal only.
& nice $3.500
(270)978-2111
Pre-employ- $3,900 firm 270-492
COL)
112
2-BR.
DUPLEX,
.
489-2615
200,000/miles
V8,
293-7030,
$495 monthly.
Licensed/Insured
ment drug screening. 8222 or 270-293-2531
bath.all appliances.
from 8AM-10PM.
47.5 acres. 35 acres $2,600.761-4846
753-2222
Salary $7.52 hourly. 20 ton wood splutter,
5525/mo 436-5685
pnme row crop land
**OWNER
Human
Apply at
vertical and horizontal
DUPLEX 1300A
Located 94E, Call 270FletanckigMurray
Resources.
seat
Also, lawnmower
Valleywood Dr.
753-1323 ext. 120
2005 24.56. 38R,
East
State University. 404 270-753-4725
94
and
5400/mo 759-9920
2BA. $5.000 down
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for might be so many implications
Sparks Hall, Murray,
lot
Huge
innuendos that sorting reality from
CINDERELLA prom
or 293-1448
5695.00 month. Hazel
2007:
Nov.
6,
Iliesday,
42071-3312.
KY
Income
Proven
talent.
fiction will take
dresses 1 size 4 yel- (270)753-1011
NEWER. large 16R
Women/minorities
You will make a difference this VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Property
low. 1 size 8 blue $150
appliances
2) 7+ acre land tracts
encouraged to apply
to
friends
Fleolviood 16x00 IBA with all
your
allow
2002
you
576,900
if
year
**** Use the daytime hours,
4
270-492-861
each
including said Close to
Will combine, spring
TEO KIVF/D, AA
38R 2BA. Northern
role in your when you'll feel more empowered
753-5856
Low utilities
county play a more active
university.
creek,
ed
HO Televisions
nice
extra
insulated,
feel that they than you have in a while. Relax
293-71 27
Come by Olympic
$325 plus deposit
oads for access, good life. They often
270-489-2525
with the moment and acknowledge
(270)556-B021
Plaza to see our selecimber, hunting. TVA know more than you about what
how stubborn a roommate can be.
Mb 16.68 Northern
will work. Let everyone play his Can
$1,900/acre
land
tion of HO televisions
duplex
2BR
NICE
manuyou change this person? 11 is
built Fleetwood
with
work
(LEANING houses 20
to
Tnpp
293-9569
Learn
Flat screen Plasma &
Justin
or her hand.
Carport No pets. 227unlikely.
factured home Shingle
years experience
LCDs Rear Projection
their
them
10 acres Flint Rd Hwy
others and give
2.000 square fee
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
with 1011 front 3054 or 753-7457
LG. Toshiba. & vinyl
270-759-9553
also
and 641 N. No restrictions. space LIBRA helps you see the *** Take your time as you move
space
office
NON-SMOKING IBR
porch and brick Nadir°
Hitachi & Sony We
I clean homes and
gas
square
city water, natural
adjoining 2,000
into a new dimension and see a
other side.
unfurnished apt, water
skirting 26R, IBA
Cell
have a large selection
businesses
Price reduced Call
feet living space downsituation a lot differently. You could
for
no
now,
finance
available
or
paid,
$29.900
of entertainment cent,hone
270-293-7270
town 978-0698
be exhausted and drawn out. Give .
payment
of
Kind
pets.
753-5900
down
the
$1.500
Show
Stars
The
ters & TV carts
• 6)835-8647.
1800OFFICE or retail space 5 to 295 acres. West Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; yourself some time.
monthly
$308
LEASING
&
NOW
Beasley Antenna
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Possibe
available Pnme loca- Calloway
455-3001
1,2 & 3bedroom Apts.
4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so; **** Aim for more of what you
Satellite 759-0901
tion 753-2905. 293- owner financing 4891/2
Section
accept
We
fenced-in
2BR,
I -Difficult
want. Success will head in your,
STRAW for sale $2 50
2116. leave message.
1480
8 vouchers
acre lot, $10,700
direction if you focus and stay on
bale 227-7352.
VERY nice commercial
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
753-6012
460
target. Fnends have strong ideas,.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
753-4582
building for lease in
902 Northwood Dr
but so do you. Realize when you 7
**** How you spin out of bed is
limes For Sale
92 Clayton 38R, 2BA,
8.800
Over
KY
Hazel.
Monday,
need some distance to think.
quite different from how your day
16X80. stove, dishretail,
for
Great
SF
Friday
Wednesday,
ends up. Have faith, and you will SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
1703 Farmer Ave.
washer, refrigerator
offices, restaurant, or
your
759-4984
Phone
with
*** You might need to make an
be happy Be careful
38R. 1/1-2BA, 1,700must be moved
any kind of business
Equal Housing
temper. You will see that someone adiustment because of all the
fireplace
CAVA,
ft
sq
$11,000 293-2158
Has parking lot, central
Opportunity
plans that surround you at the
could be highly reactive
wigas logs, large stor,
436-6109 night
his. and security syspresent moment A parent or older
TOD #1-800-648-6056
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
a steal
back,
in
age
tem 51.800/mo 270*** Getting the job done makes relative has an expectation If you
NEW 38R songlewide
753-8349
2 5BA
38R
$85.000
nice
VERY
293-9349
want, you can probably fulfill
a difference You might need to
on 1-acre icil, move in
1850 State Route 121 South
near university All
3 Bedroom brick. 80 revamp your schedule accordingly
it.CAPRICORN (Dm. 22-Jan, 19)
reedy, no rentals
furnished
appliances
acres, will divide. St ii Pressure builds before you can
Murray. KY 42071
Take time to stop and
reduced pnce
plus
month
$750
rd contain a problem. Stop and relax
Burne
464look at the big picture. You might
(270)978-0921
270-753-5562
752-0313
deposit
(270)345-2773
be disconcerted by what you see„
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
ACA
Pug
7 mo
NICE 38r. 2ba on 1 4
our creativity forces and how you might be playing a
VERY rc-iol 2 bedand 25
house
$300.
2BA
Paid
36R
Prices
Registered
&
near
Sizes
$45,900
For
Call
acre only
bath.
1
someone to rethink his or her posi- stronger role in a mess than you
room
will take $250 Needs acres with 30'x50'
Lynn Grove Cam Diana
washer/dryer
tion Dont overspend in order to realize
Security Gate
find good home metal building 270to
at 270-703-2885 MTG
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
make a point. In fact, holding yourSpacious smoke & pet
436-2051
6
or
978-0505
ASAP 270-350-396
Real Estate
self back might be extremely intel- **** A partner plays a stronger
free residence $500
DOG Obedience
EXECUTIVE home In
role in a situation than you might
ligent.
month 226-8008
436-2858
Murray, unique design
like Open up to new possibillties
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
with all amenities. I
**** Once more, you are forced Perhaps being less dominant
WHITE Bobtail kittens
to mainly handle basics, whether could be better for you ultimately.
acre wooded lot
house trained Healthy
you want to or not. Be careful of a PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
Good with kids. doge. replacement cost
14X60 213R 28A $400
**** Others clearly want to be
2. 3 & 48R houses
tendency to be irritable or touchy
S500.000 sale price
& cats Choose now
703-4768
deposi
'All SIM
&
more dominant. Instead of fighting
Lease
Readjust your schedule as need$316,000 by owner
Christmas
till
hold
Will
2-BEDROOM. 2-bath
about what is going on, relax. Take
required. 753-4109
ed.
(270)753-9886
227-1750
very
on 112 acre.
this time as free time for your own
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
2E111 1 bath $395trno.
clean, no inside pets.
protects. A partner might need a lot
**** You might want to rethink a
Murray Ledger & Times
*most 970-0742
it
$275 00 a month plus
have
of attention
conversation before you
ieds
to
want
Classif
wit
deposit. references
you
BORN TODAY
31311. IBA, Bildt. 306
The irony is that
requrred (2701623Actress Sally Field 19461
S 15th No Feta
rethink It attar you have it There
270-753-1916
6.314 (270)978-6492
M475/mo 759-4828

A
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Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

270-753-8556
TIM) 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

Hill Electric

753-9562
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10 years ago
Published is a picture of Hazel
Beale, election judge. looking on
Boyd McClure Jr. is first voter
ot the day at Murray Elementary
',tool voting place as Lucille
thurman, electida worker, looks
tin 'The photo was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane
Births reported Include a boy
to t'assandra and Robert Adams,
(Kt 29, and a girl to Sabrina and
Limes Carter, Oct. 30.
Jerry Clower, Grand Ole Opry
Star, will present a program on Nov.
8 at Calloway County High School
gym under the sponsorship of Big
Brothers Big Sisters of Calloway
County.

20 years ago
Leslie Furches was elected as
(alloway County District Court
Judge in the General Election.
Wallace Wilkinson was elected governor and Brereton Jones as lieutenant governor of the state of
Kentucky.
Calloway County Judge Executive George Weaks has issued an
order of the Forestry Division and
Bureau of Natural Resources that
calls for no burning to be done
in Calloway County until such
times as the drought conditions
are broken.
Births reported Include a girl
to Karen and Jerry Duncan and
a girl to Bobby and Jerry Crawford, Nov. 3.

30 years ago
Chestnut Street. closed since
Sept. 12, was reopened on Nov.
4. The street had been closed by
the Kentucky Department of Transponation while Harper & Asterburn Contractors constructed a
pedestrian overpass project for
Murray State University.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Gardner will
be married 50 years Nov. 6.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Gary Lee Burkeen, Oct. 22, and a girl to Mr.

y Ledger
siders its
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s do occur.
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By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. Nov. 5, the
309th day of 2007. There are 56
days left in the year.
Toclay's Highlight in History:
On Nov. .5, 1605, the "Gunpowder Plot" failed as Guy Fawkes
was seized before he could blow
up the English Parliament.
On this date:
In 1857, muckraking journalist Ida M. Tarbell was born in
Erie County, Pa.
In 1872, suffragist Susan B.

Late brother's good friends
are very bad holiday guests

and Mrs. Leon Rogers, Oct. 31.
11 years ago
The new Murray State University nursing building will be dedicated with Dr. Eloise R. Lewis,
director of school of nursing of
University of South Carolina

DEAR ABBY: My younger
brother died unexpectedly two
years ago. He was only 27.
Since then, my parents have
befriended his close friends.
There are two couples, the
"Smilbs,' who have a baby they
mind after my brother (my
parents are
his godparents), and
the
Jonesee
(Bill
Jones was
my brother's
best friend
growing up).
MY parDear Abby ents want to
invite them
to every holBy Abtgail
iday dinner
or event we
have. My husband and I host
the dinners at our home because
it's larger than my parents' and
we enjoy entertaining. The problem is, the Smiths and the Joneses are inconsiderate guests.
They are always late -- an how
or more -- and my mother always
wants to wait for them! They
eat, run, and barely talk to my
husband. Sometimes they fail
to show up without even a
phone call. (Also, they never
offer to help or bring anything.)
My parents are very forgiving and do not seem offended
by it, even though they know
I was very annoyed at the last
holiday dinner and said so.
My husband says we will
no longer host any holiday dinners if the Smiths and Joneses
are coming. I agree with my
husband and couldn't care less

Greensboro, as speaker. The building will be named in honor of
Dr. Ora Mason, prominent Murray physician, and a portrait of
her by Marie Holton of Murray,
will be unveiled. Dr. Ruth Cole
IS head of the nursing department
at MSU.
Ray Brownfield of Murray was
the speaker at a meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club held at the
Murray Woman's Club house. He
was introduced by Carney Hendon.

SO years ago
Sgt. 1st Class James E. Poole
participated an the recent Seventh
Army Small Arms Firing Marches in Graffenwohr, Germany.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Ernie Thompson, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. James Billington, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Barney Tabers, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Gearl Suiter, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Toy Lee Bartlett, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Cowan, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Sam Fooks
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. John
Meadows.

60 years ago
Staff Sgt. Albert V. Hughes is
the first soldier to be returned to
Murray for a full military funeral being held today at Sinking
Spring Cemetery. He died from
wounds on Nov. 23, 1944, in the
Battle of Ardennes in Europe.
Among those elected in the
General Election were Earle C.
Clements
as
governor
and
Lawrence W. Weatherly as lieutenant governor of the state of
Kentucky.

In 1940, President Franklin D.
Roosevelt won an unprecedented
third term in office as he defeated Republican challenger Wendell
L. Willkie.
In 1946, Republicans captured
control of both the Senate and
the House in midterm elections.
In 1968, Richard M. Nixon
won the presidency, defeating Vice
President Hubert H. Humphrey
and American Independent candidate George C. Wallace.

Anthony defied the law by attempting to vote for President Ulysses
S. Grant. (She was convicted by
a judge and fined $100 but never
paid the fine.)
In 1895, George B. Selden of
Rochester, N.Y., received the first
U.S. patent for an "improved Road
Engine."
In 1912, Woodrow Wilson was
elected president, defeating Progressive Party candidate Theodore
Roosevelt and incumbent Republican William Howard Taft.
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Vaginal odor may be
caused by infection

if these 'friends" attend. However, I don't want to upset my
parents. I understand their need
to keep a part of my brother
alive. Nor do I want to stop
having holiday parties at my
home. My parents' home is
messy, cluttered, and they have
cats to which my husband is
allergic. Mama stresses out when
she has to have anyone over.
Are my husband and I wrong
to say enough is enough and
ban the friends? How should
we handle this without upsetting my already emotionally
fragile parents? -- DISGUSTED HOSTESS
DEAR DISGUSTED: The
Smiths and Joneses appear to
be completely ignorant about
the social graces. Apparently,
no one has told them the importance of being on time for a
dinner party, or calling to inform
the hosts if plans have changed
and they will be unable to
attend. Nor do they seem to
realize that part of being good
guests is making conversation
with everyone at the party -the host included.
If you haven't already discussed this with your parents,
it's time you did. Tell them
they would do the Smiths and
Joneses a favor to explain the
basic rules of etiquette to them
-- because if they pull this one
more time, they will no longer
be invited to your home.
Frankly, they are behaving
as if they don't want to be
entertained in your home, and
their rudeness conveys that they
don't appreciate your hospitality.

DEAR DR. GOTI: I have
never seen my problem
addressed. It is very embarrassing, and I have not discussed it with my primary care
physician or gynecologist.
The problem is that 1 have
a
very
strong vaginal odor. I
shower
daily, and,
by the time
I am going
to shower
again, the
odor is very
Dr. Golt strong, and
it's
not
pleasant.
By
I do not
Dr. Peter Golf
douche. I do
not have anyone in my life
right now for sexual relations
(it's been four years), and even
when I did, I was always very
self-conscious and worried
about the offensive odor.
DEAR READER: Unpleasant vaginal odors can reflect
many causes, including chronic infection. I advise you to
see your gynecologist, who
will examine and test you,
then advise you about treatment options.
You should not be embarrassed to discuss this with your
physician. 1 am sure that he
or she will be kind, caring
and understanding. As physicians, we have to deal with a
wide variety of issues and are
not often surprised, even by
the most intimate problems.
To give you related information, I am sending you a

DEAR ABBY: In two weeks,
I am moving to a place of my
own. It's my first -- a condominium in a small garden-style
complex with fewer than 16
Units. I plan on living here for
several years, and I'm interested in getting to know my neighbors.
How do I accomplish it?
Should I go knocking on doors
with some type of baked goods?
I'm not usually a very outgoing person, but I think it's
important to know the neighbors I'll be 'living with" for
the next few years of my life.
liame--Yott or your readers any
suggestions'? -- FIRST-TIME
HOME BUYER
DEAR
FIRST-TIME
HOME BUYER: When a new
person moves into a building,
the neighbors are usually interested in seeing what the person has done with the unit.
Rather than knocking on doors,
slip an invitation to an "open
house between 7 and 9 p.m."
under their doors, then serve
coffee and pastries over the
two-hour period. I can't guarantee you will make lifelong
friends, but it will acquaint you
with your neighbors and them
with you.
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Opening lead— queen of spades.
The 2006 Rosenblum Cup was
won by a team composed of four
Americans and two Norwegians.
who defeated another composite
team of two Americans and four
Swedes in the 64-board final. Unlike
its world championship cousins, the
Fiemiuda Howl and the World learn
Olympiad, the Rosenblum does not
require teams to be comprised of
players who are all from the same
country.
The victors - Rose Meltzer, Kyle
Larson, Roger Bates, Alan Sontag
and Norwegians Geir Ilelgemo and
Tor lielness
defeated Christal
Ilenner-Welland, Marc Jacobus, and
Sweden's Magnus Lindkvist, Peter

Wily
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Luau fare
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fossil lady
53 Sorry!
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56 Gem
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58 Plumbing joint
59 Identify
60 The the limit!
44
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1 Package sealer
5 Shea franchise
9 Previously
12 Revise text
13 Jellybean
shape
14 Morse signal
15 Sprint
16 - vu
17 Orangutan
18 Kind of voyage
20 A few
22 Motor part
23 Sorority letter
24 - -case
scenario
27 Nile sun god
28 "Lost Horizon"
role
32 Greek P
33 Staring at
36 Harsh call
37 Caterwaul
39 Teaser
40 Computer-chip
maker
42 Roadie's gear
1
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people do not eat properly.

This simple step may go a
long way toward improving
overall health, if not cholesterol.
To give you related information. I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Understanding Cholesterol."
Other readers who would like
a copy should send a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope and $2 to Newsletter, PO

Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092.
Be sure to mention the title.

l-redin, Peter Bertheau and tredrik
Nystrom by the comfortable margin
of 46 International Match Points.
Throughout the final, the Norwegian pair exhibited excellent judgment in competitive situations.
Today's deal shows them in action.
lielgemo was North and !Iciness
South when the auction shown
unfolded. Itelness' three-heart hid
showed a singleton or void in hearts
and was forcing to game.
After Bertheau's interference bid
of four hearts, Helgemo showed his
club suit, and hid them again after
Nystrom's fo,e-heart bid was passed
around to him. In bidding six clubs,
Helgemo took into account his partner's failure to double five hearts,
which invited Ifelgemo to continue
bidding if he thought a slam was in
the offing. !Iciness then corrected six
clubs to six diamonds, and with the
A-1-3 of diamonds onside, the slam
was easily made for a score of 1.370.
At the other table, HennerWelland and Jacobus elected to double five hearts in a similarly competitive auction, and did not find the
defense that would net them +800 for
down four: ace of spades, spade to
the king, spade ruff, plus two clubs
and the ace of hearts. Instead, North
led a diamond, allowing declarer to
get rid of a club loser on the diamond
ace, and then did not play the ace and
another spade after gaining the lead
with the ace (it' hearts. Plus 300 for
North-South left them with a
1,070-point deficit for a toss of 14
IMPs.
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DEAR READER: The'
proverb "an apple a day keeps
the doctor away" was a saying that was taken seriously
years ago. Given the public's
preoccupation with cholesterol.
I'm not surprised the apple therapy has entered the 21st century. Apple therapy is not an
accepted fact but it is worth
a try, especially since many

9 Gouda cousin
10 Fully mature
11 Hot time in
Quebec
19 An evening
out
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WHY AM I STANDING WERE
IN THE RAIN WAITING FOR
THE SCHOOL SOS?

7

DEAR DR.
Sometime, in the dim past, I had
read that if one eats two apples
a day, one has no need to
worry about cholesterol. I
would like to know if that is
an accepted fact. It sounds
very appealing and rather up
your alley.
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copy of my newly updated
Health Report "Vaginal Infections and Disorders." Other
readers who would like a copy
should send a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope
and $2 to Newsletter, PO Box
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
sure to mention the title.
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21 Friction easer
23 Skillet
24 Lopsided
25 Exultant cry
26 Ply the oars
27 Dispose of
29 Circus routine
30 Sultry - West
31 Belt maker's
tool
34 Jabber
35 - monster
38 Drop behind
41 Quick-dry fabrics
43 Vine product
44 Flair
45 Secret writing
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47 Racket
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Shuttle undocks from space station

Hollywood writers
cite Internet revenue,
DVD profit for strike

HOUSTON (API - After a work and a
halt of intense arid unprecedented work, the
astronauts aboard shuttle Discovery
andocked from the international space %talon today to begin their two-day journey
ionic
"Thank you guys for the module and all
LOS ANGELES lAP) — block for producers. They also
,our help.- space station commander Peggy
Film and TV writers resolved to said the proposals by producers
'Whitson si'aid as Discovery pulled away
put down their pens and take up in the area of Internet reuse of
)rum the orbiting outpost7
picket signs after last-ditch talks TV episodes and films were
Discovery's crew arrived at the station on
unacceptable.
failed to avert a strike.
Oct 25 and quickly accomplished the amba
The first picket lines were set
"The AMPTP made no
tasks
of
aims
moving a Massive solar power
to appear this morning at response to any of the other proowe( and installing the module, a school
Rockefeller Center in New posals that the WGA has made
York, where NBC is headquar- since July." writers said in a
aus-sued compartment that will serve as a
tered.
statement.
locking port for future laboratories.
In Los Angeles, writers were
The strike is the first walkout
But their toughest assignment emerged
planning to picket 14 studio by writers since 1988. That
when one of the newly installed lowers
locations
in four-hour shifts work stoppage lasted 22 weeks
wings ripped in two places as it was being
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. each day and cost the industry more than
unaided.
until a new deal is reached.
$500 million.
tearing the damage could worsen and the
The contract between the
The first casualty of the strike
wing could he ruined, NASA sent a spaceI2,000-member Writers Guild would be late-night talk shows,
walking astronaut fat from the safety of the
of America and the Alliance of which are dependent on current
station to make emergency repairs on what
Motion Picture and Television events to fuel monologues and
Producer expired Oct. 31. Talks other entertainment.
amounted to a Ilse electrical generator.
that began this summer failed to
Daytime TV, including live
Saturday's history-making spacewalk has
AP produce much progress on the talk shows such as "The View"
allowed the ;pace agency to push forward
In an image from NASA television the Space Shuttle Discovery does a fly around of writers' key demands for a big- and soap operas, which typically
with plans to launch the shuttle Atlantis and
Its major cargo -- a new European lab — itt the international space staboin today The Discovery has undocked from the space ger slice of DVD profits and tape about a week's worth of
revenue from the distribution of shows in advance, would be
station for a return to earth.
December.
films and TV shows over the next to feel the impact.
Shortly after undocking. the shuttle flew have the data Ii looks great." Mission and nose cap, this time to check for any pos- Internet.
The strike will not immedia full lap around the station. priniarily
Control said.
sible micrometeroid damage. Inspections
Writers and producers gath- ately impact production of
crew members could take pictures of the
Astronaut Daniel Tani, who flew to the conducted earlier in the mission found no ered for negotiations Sunday at movies or prime-time TV prooutpost's new configuration. Engineers were station aboard Discovery and will remain in evidence of significant damage from debns the request of a federal mediator. grams. Most studios have stockThe two sides met for nearly piled dozens of movie scnpts,
particularly interested in seeing how the orbit for two months, radioed the shuttle shed during liftoff.
newly mended solar wing was affected by crew a last goodbye as they finished circling
Discovery is scheduled to land 11 hours before East Coast and TV shows have enough
members of the writers union scripts or completed shows in
the vibrations of undocking.
the outpost.
Wednesday afternoon.
announced on their Web site that hand to last until earlynext year.
Computer problems forced pilot George
"I miss you already." he said. "Fly safe.
Whitson and Melroy are the first women the strike had begun for their
One key factor that could
liunka to navigate the loop without help Get home safe. I'll see you on the ground." to simultaneously manage two spacecraft in
4,000 members.
determine the damage caused by
from software that provides information
"Yep. we'll see you on the ground," the 50-year history of spaceflight.
Producers
said
writers the strike is whether members of
about the shuttle's path. But Discosery com- Melroy replied.
Whitson and her crew plan to move the refused a request to "stop the a
powerful
Hollywood
mander Pamela Melria and Mission Control , Later. the crew planned to take another compartment, named Harmony, to its per- clock" on the planned strike Teamsters local honor tke picket
said he did a perfect job.
while
talks
continued.
lines.
close-up laser survey of Discovery's wings manent location next week.
"We would nes er know that lie doesn't
"It is unfortunate that they
Local 399, which represents
choose to take this irresponsible truck drivers, casting directors
action,- producers said in a and location managers, had told
statement.
its members that as a union, it
Producers said writers were has a legal obligation to honor
not willing to compromise on its contracts with producers.
their major demands.
But the clause does not apply
Writers said they withdrew a to individuals, who are protected
proposal to increase their share by federal law from employer
of revenue from the sale of retribution if they decide to
1A'ASI
ION IAP)-- The safety and efficacy of the drug, cause shortages of other drugs links to an increased risk of
DVDs that had been a stumbling honor picket lines.
cos eminent has asked Bayer Trasy ha. with two others was used for this purpose.
death and other serious side
Pharmaceuticals to suspend recent1y hafted
Bayer has said it believes effects.
sales of a drug used to prevent
frasyl(il. also kflOWIll as apro- Trasylol remains a safe and
The FDA approved it in 1993
•Serme After Sale
excessise bleeding during hean
ham. works by blocking effective treatment option, but to stanch the loss of blood and
by pass surgery that may
awry flies that dissolve blood that the company would work prevent the need for blood transincrease the risk 01 ilw patient's
'Full Parts Dept
clots.
with the FDA and regulators in fusions in surgeries to bypass
death
There are not many treatment other countries to re-evaluate clogged coronary arteries.
tood
and
Drug
The
'locally Owned &
The agency began re-evaluatadministration said Bayer AG options for patients at risk for the drug's risks and benefits and
determine
where
any label ing the drug's safety after the
Operated
has agreed to stop selling the excessise bleeding dUiMg carJanuary 2006 publication of two
drug. Trasylol, pending detailed diac surgery. the FDA noted in changes are needed.
The announcement came studies that linked the driiirs use
review of preliminary results Its announcement. The agency
said it ssas warking with Bayer more than a month after FDA to serious side effects, including
from a Canadian study that sug
gested an increased risk of to phase 'Irasylol out of the mar- advisers recommended Trasylol kidney problems, heart attacks
daaili the study ,aimparina
212 I . Nlain Street a 753-1586
k ciplace in a a a% that does not remain on the market despite its and strokes.

FDA asks Bayer to suspend sales of heart
drug pending further scrutiny over death risk
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The Murray Rotary Club invites you and your group to
participate in our annual Christmas Parade on Saturday,
December 1st. Community participation and support is what
makes this such a unique and wonderful event. Please decorate
yourfloat or unit with a Sharing theme in mind.
School groups, church groups, civic organizations, bands, and music
groups are invited to enter this parade. Over $1,000 in cash prizes
will be awarded to the first three places in three separate divisions —
Church/Religious Division, Clubs/Civic Organizations, and
Commercial Division.
The Rotary Christmas Parade offers your organization an excellent
way to have some Christmasfun and maybe raise some money at
the same time. First place prize in each division will receive $150.
The Parade officially begins at 10:00 a.m. Parade entrants
should reportfor line-up at 9:00 a.m. The primary unitfeeder
route onto Main Street is 10th Street. However, your group will
be contacted on November 29th with a unit number and
line-up instructions.
Name of Entry
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Endorsed by: Kentucky
Right to Life PAC

Mail Entries To:
Vote Tuesday, November 6r". 2001
Secretary of State frey Grayson • Stan lee for
Melinda Wheeler for State Treasurer • (grin.

"Murray Rotary Club"
fP.O. Box 411, Murray, KY 42071 or call
Chamber of Commerce at 753-5171
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